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APPliED MARINE SCIENCES, INC. 
PO Box 824 

Fax 1 (907)271-2467 

Stanley Senner 
Oil Spill Restoration Office 
437 "E" Street, Suite 301 
Anchorage, Alaska 

D {'l-ear .;)tan, 

2155 Los Positas Court, Suite V 
LIVERMORE~ CA 94550 

T e!eph one No. (41 5} 373-714 2 
Fa.c:limHe No. (41 S} l73-7 834 

Oct 15, 1991 

I had Brian Sharp prepare a litigation product and a ''condensed" 
litigation product on black oystercatchers. I have included the condensed 
version with this fax, hoping that it will be of some use to you in 
restoration 

s;;J: yours, 

Robe1t B. Spies 
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!I;B~ Habits of th~ species that would expose them to oil. 

Slack oystercatchers are an integral component of the 
intertidal ecosystem, foraging predominantly on muss~ls, but 
also on other intertidal in~ertebrates. Mussels are known 
to concentrate hydrocarbons. Limpets are fed to chicks, 
which are flightless until 35 days old. Oystercatchers are 
eusceptibl~ to oil contamination by: a) direct contact ~ith 
oil; b) ingestion of hydrocarbons from consuming pr~y that 
is contaminated, or from preening; c) transferring oil 
during incubation to eggs (minute amounts of oil are known 
to reduce the viability of embryos); d) direct oiling of 
flightless chicks; e) feeding ~iled prey to chicks, with an 
ex~ected reduction of 9rowth rates or increased chick 
mortality; f) disturbance to nesting pairs by oiled 
shoreline cleanup crews, resulting in lack of breeding, 
abandonment of nests, or a reduction in parental 
attentive~ess, any of which would cause a reduction in 
~roduct!v!ty: a~d s) mort~li~)· of prey populotiono, lcodins 
to a decrease in foraging efficiency and a lowered ebilit~ 
of adults to obtain food for themselves or their chicks. 
several ~1 these effects were observed in 1989-91. 

!I.C. Evidence of external oiling. 

Due to the all-black plumage of oystercatchers. 
observations of oiling in the field are unlikely. Ther9 
were observations of external oiling of the feet of a few 

' A f . ~... ' , . ' . ._ - . . , on or adu-.ts, an ... o oowny C11lCr<S wn.lcn encount.erea <:>l.&. 
between rocks on oiled shorelines. Birds were not observed 
to preen more frequently in oiled areas. 

II.D. Chemical g,n~ly~t;~ indicating oil in tissues or eggs. 

Eggshell and eggs collected in 1989 were not analyzed ·for 
hydrocarbon$. Eggs observed in nests in the field in 1989 
did not appear to be oiled. Clutch sizes and hatching 
Tates were not reduced in oiled areas, which was wnexpected. 

II.E~ Biochemical alterations indicating exposure (e.g._ P-
450 induction). 

No biochemical analyses were performed on black 
oystercatchers in the Exxon Valdez oil ~pill (EYOS)-affected 
area. 

II. F. Evaluation of information on geographic distribution 
of the oil. 

Maps of th~ extent of sho~eline oiling prepared by 
Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) based on 
surveys by the AOEC show shoreline oiling on shorelines of 
Prince William Sound. Ke~ai Peninsula~ Kodiak-Afo~nak 
Islands, the Alaska Penin2u!a, end numerous small offshore 
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islands. However. a significant amount of shoreline n~~ed 
as oiled by observers who were in the field in spring and 
summer do not appear on the oiled shoreline maps prepared bY 
ADNR. ADEC data thereforo appc~r to ~nderestimat~· the · · 
amount of shoreline oiled. 

For the Kodiak-AP sector, USFWS summ~ri~s ip~·~~ t9· 
present a more complete picture of the shorelin~s ~iled In 
summer of 1989. Combined ADEC and USFWS data indicate .. that 
579~ ~es_ and 3146 km of shoreline were oiled in Prince 
William Sound_ the Kenai Peninsula, and Kodiak-Alaska 
Peninsula Sectors, respectively, for a grand total of 4013 
km. oiled in 1989 (all oiling categories). 

Survey data from ADEC and other observers/researchers 
indicate that there was still pervasive oiling in the 
intertidal habitat in the EVOS-affected area in 1990. In 
Prince William Sound. the linear extent of oiling decreased 
4.6% from fall, 1~89 to sprino-summer. 1990. The ext~nt of 
oiled shorelines increased by 206% on the Kenai Peninsula •. 
and on the Kodiak-AP by 189% between 1989 and 1990. 

III. Erre~l~ of lhe oil~ 

III~A. Sublethal effects of oil on body condition. growth, 
or reproduction. 

No data were collected on body condition and growth in 
19$9 or 1990. Difference$ in chick srowth rates were 
observed on oiled areas in 1991. 

Feedins rates (ingestions/minute) were 2 1/2 times 
lower in oiled than in non-oiled habitat for both pairs with 
eggs and pairs with chicks. Time individual oystercatchers 
spent feedinQ was correspondingly longer on oiled·a~eas. 
Mortality of mussels and other intertidal invertebrates was 
hisher on oiled areas. 

Quantitative data on the extent of shoreline o111ns 
were sathered on oystercatcher feedins areas along transects 
from high tide line to low tide line. Chick moTtality rates 
were directly and significantly (r = 0.99) correlateo with 
the amount of oil in feeding territorie~, with daily 
mortalitY rates of 0%/day on non-oiled territories, 3%/day 
on moderately oiled territories (with an averase oil cover 
of 14%), and 6%/day on heavily oiled territories (average 
oil cover 42%). Similarly, oystercatcher brood size in mid
July wae reduced by 45% on heavily oiled territories, by 36~ 
on moderately oiled territories, and by 0% on non-oiled 
territories. · 

HA~v5ly oiled And moderately oiled a~ used here ~re 
approximately equivalent to AOEc•s medium and light 
categories. Thus~ heavy, medium, and light oiling of 
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shorelines, sensu ADEC, were sufficient to have an effect on 
black oyster9atcher chicks in 1999. 

The mechanism for the above inJury to chicks was either 
direct oiling of flishtless chicks or feedlns of 
hydrocarbon-contaminated prey to chicks. 

Oil was still pervasive in oystercatcher habitat 1~ Pws· 
in 1990, snd mean brood size of black·oystercatchers·on 
oiled areas was 0.5 on heavily oiled territories and 1.0 on 
lightly to moderately oiled territories, su;gesting that the 
poor reproductive success of black oystercatchers found in 
1989 continued in 1990. 

lii.A.l. Shoreline Cleanup and Bioremediation: 

Exxon reported that 1760 km of shoreline were cleaned 
in the EVOS-affected area, and that the cleanup effort 
involved mere than 11,000 workers 1 about 3,500 of whom were 
working di1ectly on the bea.cha $4 aircraft, and more than •. 
1,400 boats. Pressurized steam-cleaning of rocks was used 
on about 140 km of coestline. Fffects of disturbance from 
cleanup were not measured separately-from direct oi;_ 
effE:cts. 

A strong n~gative correlation was found between 
bior@:f'nAdll'iltion ~nd \iiO!<::;t ~uc~e~~ .:1rnono oy~t.A\·c~t.c.hAr nest.s 
examined in 1990. In 1989 and 1990 about 119 km and 320 km 
of shoreline were treated by bioremediation. 

III~S. Sublethal effects of oil on habitat. 

In the EVOS-affected area there was considerable 
mortality of mussels end other intertidal invertebrates. 
Studies susgest that it may ta'ke s Years for a mussel·bed to 
become re-established. 

Aromatic hydrocarbon levels in mussels collected in 
Prince William Sound, in Chignik Say, and alon9 the Kenai 
Peninsula we~e sisnificantly hisher in 19$9 than before the 
spill. 

XII.C. Body counts. 
; 

! 

In the Eves-affected area from PWS to AP, 9 black 
oystercatchers w~re r~covered dnd taken to the morgue. 

III.D The results of popuietion surveys: pre-spill vs 
post-spill; oil~d vs non-oiled habitats. 

Oystercatcher numbers were significantly lower than 
expected on oiled versus non-oiled shorelines on boat 
transects in Prince William Sound, Reductions in-numbers of 
other shorebird species were also observed in oiled areas. 
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condition of aoult oystercatchers or chicks. Preliminary 
data indicate reduced growth rates of chicks in oiled areas 
in 1991. Lighter chicks have a hisher mortality rate after 
fledging. 

' !II~G. Economic considerations involved in $Stimatins lost 
value. 

Every 5 years, the U.S. Fish and.Wildlife service 
conducts a survey of hunting, fishing, and wildlife-oriented 
reereation. The number of people involved in bi1-d-watching 
and other forms of non~consumptive wildlife-oriented 
recreation increased from 49 million in 1975 to 93 million 
in 1980 to 110 million in 19SS. The black oystercatcher is 
a particular favorite of birdwatchers. 
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Along the Kenai Peninsula, there was a 27% reduction 
in oystercatchers between 1986 and 1969. 

III.E. Independent estimate of total oil kill. 

Correcting the known number of retrieved bi~ds {9)
1
by 

an estimated recovery rate of 7.5%. approximately 120 adult 
black oystercatchers probably died of·direct impact~f the 
oil spill. 

I!l.Fa A temporally and geographically integrated 
assessment of injury. 

The direct kill of adult black oystercatchers by the 
Exxon Vald~z spill wa$ relatively small. of the order of 
approximately 120 birds. 

Oystercatcher$ ere relatively lons-lived, have a hish 
survival rate of 94%. and have been known to reproduce at •. 
the age of 34 years. The lost production from the deaths of 
adults carried through successive breeding seasons is 
esti~ated at 1290 chicks. · 

Reductions in reproductive output from oystercatchers 
inhabiting oiled shorelines in the Eves-affected area were 
documented in both 1989 and 1990. Based on estimates of 
numbers of oystercatchers exposed on lightly, medium. and 
heavily oiled shorelinesp an estimated 635 chicks were not 
produced on shorelines in Prince William Sound. Kenai 
Panincula. ~nd KodiAk-Al~~k~ ~~nin~ul~ in 10~0. 
Approximately 6 peYcent of the potential chick production 
alone the entire 'Gulf of Alaska shoreline v~as probably lost 
1 n 19$9. 

The loss of chicks calculated above is conservative in 
not ascribing lo~ses to shorelines that were Hvery lightlt" 
oiled, thoush some occurred. 

In 1990, losses of chicks were still occurring on oiled 
shorelines. Due to oiling and bioremediation, approximately 
300 chicks were not produced in 1990. 

/ 
Calculations of chick losses do not include future loss 

of production from the birds that were not produced in 1989 
and 1990 and that cannot therefore enter into the breeding 
population themselves, 

The above.,ssessme~t of injury also does not include 
any estimate of injury to black oystercatchers in 1991 due 
to uptake of hydrocarbons in their food. Due to the 
concentration of aromatic hydrocarbons in blue mussels, the 
principal food of black oystercatchers, it is probable that 
uptake of contaminated mussels is having an effect on the 



Dr. John Armstrong 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Nat:ional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Office of Oil Spill Damage 
Assessment and Restoration 
P.O. Box 210029 
Auke Bay, Alaska· 99821 

June 11, 19993 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Coastal Waters 
Water Division, WD-139 
1200 Sixth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 

Dear John: 

Enclosed please find two, and possibly three of the four reports 
that you requested. I have located a copy of the fourth report 
on restoration of oystercatchers but this will not arrive until 
next week. I believe this is the work your agency supported. As 
to the enclosed draft report on distribution and abundance of 
forage fish in Prince William Sound, I am still trying to locate 
David Irons, Principal Investigator for the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service on this project, to determine if a final version 
was ever produced. Because he is in the field, I will not be 
able to make contact until late the Week of June 14th. If a 
final report exists, either David or I will forward a copy to 
you at that time. 

Enclosures 

cc: Byron Morris 
RPWG 

Yours very truly," 

chn A. Strand, Ph.D~ 
Restoration Manager 
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May 18,1992 

To: Brad Andres 
From: Bob Spies, Chief Scientist, Exxon Valdez government studies 
Re: Peer reviewer comments on the black oyster catcher restoration 

project report 

Enclosed are comments on your report on the 1991 black oyster catcher 
restoration work. I apologize for the delay in getting these comments to you, 
but I have been kept quite busy on several other aspects of the EVOS this 
spring. George Hunt seems generally satisfied with the restoration report. 
Both George and Mike Fry raise the apparently "contradictory" nature of 
some aspects of the results, e.g., chick weight is less but final reproductive 
success is greater on Green Island than on Montague Island. George also 
questions the use of individual chicks as replicates in your analyses. Mike Fry 
had only a few other substantive comments to make on the report. Our third 
reviewer, Brian Sharp was the PI for 1989 and had more detailed comments. 
He noted that since the sampling in 1989 did not start until June hatching 
success may not have been correctly estimated in 1989. Brian had comments 
on the apparent contradiction as to whether it is food quantity or quality that 
is affecting chick growth. Brian then goes on to comment that data on 
hydrocarbons in mussels is slow to come available. This is now quickly 
changing and I would urge you to contact Jeff Short at the NOAA Auk Bay 
Laboraotry [(907)789-6065] for an up-to-date picture of the available mussel 
data. Bria.1·1 also enquires whether L."lere were data on ti.."TTes spent foraging in 
diffferent habitats as were proposed previously as a study objective for 1991. 
Brian has a few other comments that you may wish to consider. 

I do not know what your contractural arrangements are with the US 
Fish & Wildlfe Service, but if you are required to revise the report for final 
acceptance, I hope these review comments are useful to you. 

In general the reviewers seem quite pleased with the quality of the 
restoration report and find I find the work has significant implications for 
restoration of this species. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if there are any questions about the 
reviews or if there is anything further that I can provide you. 

cc: C. Gorbics 
B. Sharp 
D. Gibbons 
P. Bergman 
S. Senner 
A. Swiderski · - ·-------- --~- -- ·- -

2155 L<ls Posit<lS Court. Suite s Livermore. CA 94550 510.373.7142 FAX 510.373.7834 
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BIRD STUDY 12--BLACK OYSTERCATCHER 

The 1991 work added new information useful to the assessment 
of impacts on this species (items 1 and 2 below). Two areas 
of investigation for which further information is desirable 
are discussed in items 3 and 4. 

1) The 1991 study found i) that numbers of nesting 
oystercatchers increased in 1991 on Green Island (by 50%) 
and ii) that egg volumes in 1989 were reduced (from 
measurements taken in 1989 but not fully utilized). These 
results and analysis suggest impa6ts on early reproductive 
stages in 1989 that were not appreciated or detected 
earlier. Oystercatchers begin egg-laying in mid to late 
May, and appear to have bimodal peaks of egg-laying, in l~at-e 
May and mid-June. It now appears that some early nesting 
failures in 1989 were probably not detected because field 
work was not initiated until early June. The finding by 
Sharp et al. of no difference in hatching success in 1989 
may have been incorrect, since hatching success in 1989 on 
Green Island may have been overestimated. The current P.I. 
might.want to add this to his discussion of HOlling Effects• 
and hatching success on page 8, bottom. 

2) Growth rates (weights) of chicks, measured in 1991 for 
the first time, were significantly lower (p<0.013) on oiled 
vs non-oiled sites (sites need to be specified). Assessing 
first year survival was beyond the scope of this study, but 
numerous studies of other species have found that first year 
survival is lower for chicks of lower fledging weight. 
However, Groves (Auk, 1984) found that heavier chicks 
survived better to age of first flight, but survival 
thereafter was not related to weight. Since fledging rates 
were not reduced in 1991, it appears that the lowered growth 
rates were not affecting fledging success. 

The discussion of growth rates (page 9) -states that biomass 
delivered to chicks was reduced on oile~ sites, i.e., a 
consideration of quantity. In the next sentenc~, however, 
the statement appears: "Thus, it appears that depressed 
growth rates are being driven by the quality of the prey 
delivered ... "(italics mine). This statement appears to be a 
non-sequitur. The corroborating evidence adduced (of mussel 
mortality ~n 1989) was primarily a quantity consideration. 
This quality and/or quantity question needs to be clarified. 

It is worth noting in comparison that growth rates of pigeon 
guillemots were also significantly lower in post-oilspill 
years 1989 and 1990 (no data collected in 1991). 

3) No data on hydrocarbons were presented to corroborate 
t.he above-mentioned statement on quality of prey delivered -~----.. -_,. 
to chicks. Mussel samples for hydrocarbon analysis were - -•-..._:.C?:z~::-

...... ~- -'~ ..... -. 
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collected in both 1989 and 1990 on Green and/or Montague 
Islands, and in other locations throughout Prince William 
Sound. It is disappointing that data on hydrocarbon 
contaminant levels in prey consumed by adults or delivered 
to chicks are so slow in becoming available, even three 
years after the oil spill. These still need to be 
incorporated into the assessment of d~mages to intertidal 
foraging species (Black Oystercatcher, Harlequin Duck, 
etc. ) . 

4) The 1989 NRDA work provided some initial information on 
foraging by oystercatchers. It was my. understanding that 
expanding on this area of inves~igation was one of the 
objectives of the present study. I was therefore 
disappointed that no data were presented (were they not 
collected?) on habitat use by foraging oystercatchers, to 
quantify the proportion of foraging times in non-oiled areas 
in relation to their availability. The .questio-n of what 
foraging habitat is selected by oystercatchers or whether 
they avoid oiled are~s remains in need of further 
clarification. 

The rest of this review addresses a few specific details. 

p.2: 
"Objective 2": statement should read: "data indicated 

that chick survival was lower on oiled sites in 1989" or 
something to that effect. 

"Study subject": oystercatchers are found on types of 
shorelines other than rocky. And I would classify 
oystercatchers as generally common. For example, they were 
found on 25% of all boat surveys (Klosiewksi and Hotchkiss, 
1989 report on Bird Study 2), even though the boat surveys 
failed to detect 69% (Sharp, unpub. data) of birds present. 

p.3. "Study Area": One should use caution when dealing 
with ADEC shoreline and oiling classifications. First, the 
ESI (Environmental Sensitivity Index) shoreline types are 
somewhat inadequate in that there isn't:a separate type for 
cobble, an important habitat in Prince William Sound. (Both 
large and small cobble are merged with sand/gravel.) 
Second, oiled ~horeline data are flawed. I am sending the 
P.I. information on discrepancies between ADEC oiled 
shoreline survey data and other observations which I have 
compiled. 

p.4. The predator surveys appear to be too cursory to 
detect numbers_of predators present_. especially secretive_. __ 
terrestrial species. 

p. 7. "Results. Habitat Features." 
The shorelines of Green and Montague Islands also 

consisted in large part of cobble. Small cobble was used 
extensively by oystercatchers. -· -~. 
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Paragr. 3: With certain exceptions, I believe mussels 
are more abundant on rocky shorelines.· Even though 
oystercatchers might prefer gravel substrates for nesting, a 
component of most territories was a foraging area of either 
rocky shores, or an area of small cobble. In a few 
instances, foraging areas supporting mussels were found on 
sandy or silty substrates. 

I don't remember there being small islets <25m on 
Green/Montague for the oystercatchers to choose as nesting 
substrate. ~hannel Island was evidently a preferr~d site, 
either because of its isolation from predators, t~e tern 
colony, or both. Channel Island was in part oiled in 1989 
(the southwest shoreline--verified with Mary Cody), and it 
is not safe to include_all of Channel Island with unoiled 
shorelines for the sake of comparing reproductive 
parameters. 

p.8. 
I noted that hatching success was significantly lower 

on the islet nest sites, even though they provided some 
protection from terrestrial predators. No explanation of 
this or higher brood mortality on Knight Island is offered. 
Predator count methodology seemed inadequate to provide 
meaningful data on predation probabilities. There has been 
little progress on the predator question since the 1989 
study hypothesized predation to explain differences in 
hatching success. I had hoped there may be some data from 
damage assessment studies on otters and mink by Alaska Fish 
and Game that would cast some light on the predation 
question, but I have seen nothing useful to date, though I 
have not as yet reviewed the 1991 terrestrial mammal 
reports. However, even if predator population levels were 
better known, without extensive observations on prey taken, 
or time-lapse photography of a number of nests, it would not 
be possible to clarify the predation question, since' 
predation events are rare and unobserved. 

"Oiling Effects." I presume the two statements 
pertaining to higher hatching ~uccess and productivity on 
impacted sites on Knight Island are reversed and need to be 
corrected. . ; 

Insofar as ha~ching success on Moniague in 1989 is 
concerned, I suspected that observer interference may have 
been part of the reason for some of the nest losses and the 
lower hatching success rate in 1989. 

p.9. 
Paragraph 3 implies that the data charted in Figure 6 

were derived from 1990, but Figure 6 on Page 19 indicates 
1991. 

Field data on food delivery.rates and biomass.in 1991 
need to be tabulated and presented. 

p.lO. I suggest use of the term "recovery" be avoided--it 
connotes a return to normal and is often used in association 



with the word "complete." From the 1991 data presented, it 
would obviously not include chick growth rates or biomass 
delivered. Quality considerations (hydrocarbon contaminant 
levels) in food have not yet been examined. Survival of 
both first year and adult birds in contaminated.areas was 
beyond the scope of the study and has not been investigated. 
If the term is used, it needs to be more narrowly defined to 
exclude the above components. 

I 



Table 3. Comparison between shoreline oiling data 
collected by ADEC, Sharp et al. (1989), and Cody (1990) 
for oystercatcher habitat on Green Island, 1989-1990. 

Sharp et al ADEC 
June-July Apr-Aug 

Pair 1989 1989 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

10 
13 
35 
13 
28 
40 
42 
48 
47 
20 

0 
10 

9 
no data 

14 
0 

20 

None 
None 
Med 
None 
None 
Heavy 
Heavy 
None 
Heavy 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Heavy 

ADEC 
Fall 
1989 

Medium 
v light 
None 
No visit 
No visit 
Heavy 
Heavy 
No visit 
Heavy 
No visit 
None 
None 
v lignt 
No visit 
No visit 
No visit 
Medium 

ADEC 
Spring 
1990 

v light 
v light 
Heavy 
v light 
v light 
Light 
Heavy 
Very Light 
Heavy 
v light 
v light 
None 
Light 
None 
None 
None 
v light 

Sources: ADEC data: maps furnished by ADNR. 

Cody 1990 
Summer 
1990 

24 

50 
20 
20 

15 
10 
0 
13 

Sharp et al. (1989), Cody (1990): mean percent oil cover 
on meter-square quadrats on transects between high and low 
tidelines. 

/ 
I 
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Table 5. Comparisons of ADEC and USFWS oiled shoreline 
surveys, Becharof NWR. 

USFWS USFWS ADEC ADEC 
5/89 Summer/90 Fall/89 Spring/90 

Heavy 1. 6 1.1 
Medium 30.7 1 .5 
Light 49.2 1.5 
V.Light 96.7 33.7 

Total 178.2 37.8 12.7 no data 

/ 
! 



Table 6. Comparisons of ADEC and USFWS oiled shoreline 
survey data for Kodiak-Alaska Peninsula. 

USWFWS ADEC -A DEC 
Apr-Jul Fall/89 Spring/90 

89 

Heavy 27.4 7.7 0.56 
Medium 93.3 14.9 4.9 
Light 397.5 24.5 6.5 
Very Light 2628.1 75.8 91.9 

Totals 3146.3 122.9 103.86 

Source (USFWS data): Kodiak NWR. 
Note: on Kodiak NWR shorelines, heavy + medium = 29.0 km, an 
light+ very light= 300.9 km .• more than ADEC total for ent 
Kodiak-AP. 
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Re&toratloD Project 1991·96 Anchers, Black Oystercakhera 

This project examined habitat needs of Black Oystercatchers and the potential aff~t of the 
EVOS on their breeding success. Overall, the project appean to be well conceived and well 
executed. The results are, however, somewhat difficult to interpret. Some upects of reproductive 
biolo&Y in 1991 had improved since 1989 in oiled areas whereas others had not. Several variables 
have now been identified as potentially important: predation, disturbance, reduction of the food 
supply and contamination o£ food. In addition, the type of shoreline (smooth rock w. pvel) is 
important in affecting vulnerability to predation. It would be useful if 1992 stud.Jea could be designed 
to control £or as many of these variables as possible so that we can quantify changea in disturbance, 
food supply and contamination of food& and then determine the extent to which these changes affect 
reproduction. 

'I\vo of the objectives seem unrealistic and only marginally related to the EVOS. The seoond 
part of objective one .. determining a habitat ciata·ba&e capable of being.relate.d to -remote sensing 
is desirable, but not n~ary for recovery efforts. Additionally nest site &election and the qualities 
of habitat sites that affect reproductive success probably occurs at scales too small for remote sensing. 
Ukewise objective four, second part, refers to the elucidation of the role that oystercatcbers play In 
structuring the intertidal invertebrate community. This is a very worthwhile project, but It does not 
relate very directly to the restoration o£ either the oystercatcher populations or the PWS intertidal 
community. 

I question the author's practice of assuming that individual chicks in a brood can be 
considered as independent samples. Sibling rivalry notwithstanding, the chicks of a brood share genes 
in common, have the same parents and share the same territory. It is not clear that intra·brood 
variability in growth is likely to be as &reat as interbrood variability. This area needs additional 
analysis. 

Some minor points: 

Page 5, line 40. 

Page 9, line 26. 

Page 10, middle. 

Page 10, bottom. 

What do you mean by limpet compositionB7 

Why would you expect bill growth to vary in any but the most extreme 
cases? 

Do you think oiled limpets are recognized as being limpets? If not, 
why are they taken at aU? · 

Do you think recovery has been as rapid as your data suggest? Hu 
there been sufficient local generation bf young to support this level 
of recruitment? Maybe there were many birds temporarily displaced, 
or immigration occurred. . 

It ia of interest to know the prey size preference of oystercatchera, but 
bow do you relate this to recovery from olllng? Can you thow that 
certain size classes o£ limpets or other prey were dlff'erentlally harmed 
by oiling? Were aome prey speclea differentially affected? 

·-··-- .. ,:-

--- ..... _. 
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Study: Feeding Ecology and RQproductiva Success of BLOY in PWS 
Brad Andres : 
Summary: 

significant effects of oil exposure to oystarcatchers were 
damonstrated between oiled and unoiled areas of Green and 
Montague Islands. Birds laid smaller eggs in oiled areas, and 
weight gained by chicks was lower in oiled araas, evan though 
incre~se,.d food was delivered to them. An impaired food quality 
is hypo1!hesized as the primary fac.t,or causing, impaired growth of 
chicks. Xn spite of oil effects, however·, Green :tsland · · · · 
oystercatchers were the most successful breQdQrQ in the study. 

Recovery of oysteroatehers is probably occurring on Crean 
Island. The numbers of birds has increased sot in 2 years, whiie
on control areas of Montagua 1. tha numbar stayed constant. 

The taxt on pq 9 oonf1ict with tha conclusions and summary, 
in that it states that less prey biomass was being delivered to 
chicks in oiled areas. X assume that this should read MORE prey 
biomass was beinq delivered. 

Fecal samples of BLOY adults and chicks should be collected 
in oiled and control areas to examine for hydrocarbon content. 
Data oollootion and analy~i~: 
1) Design: will result.s be significant? At what level? 
yos, statistics arc given that indicate very highly significant 
results. Tho study desiqn, quantification of prey, qrowth, and 
reproduotivQ parameters ~11 indicate an excellent study. 

2) Can study results be extrapolated? 
Xn very 9eneral ways, this study oould bo Gxtrapolatod to oth9r 
species consuming oiled pray. 

3) Are there significant conclusions? 
yes 

Injury Identification: ( 
4) Does study make an assess~ent of adverse &mpacts? 
If so, what? ' , 
yes, decreased quality of food in oiled areas. The data is 
circumstantial, because no diraot samplQ~ of tissuos o£ BLOY were 
analyzed for oil, but the indireet data are convincinq. 
7) xr no adverse impact is shown, could impac.:t be-shown by 
radasiqn or further &tudy? 
NA 
_.... _____ .J --
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5) Conflicting data that weakens evidene·e that oil spill was a factor"i 
The reproductive success on Green I. was high, in spit• of the 
fact that eg9s were smaller, and chicks qrew more slowly. ~he 
Knight l~· data indicate that this area is quite different from 
the other tw9 sites, and. perhaps oanno~ be directly eo'iripa.red.. Tlrra. 
high Herring Bay productivity is not QXplain@d. 

6) 7t causation not shown, could it be demonstrated by further 
study or redesign? 
Yes, ~uch additional information could be gotten in chicks ware 
sacri~iced ror contaminant analysis, but the pu~lic woul4 
probably not like it. Feces analysis could suffice to prove 
much, including ingestion of oil, and possible excretion of 

.undigested items because of oil in gut. 
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Ma. Kathy Kulitz 
U.S. Fiah and Wildlife Service 
1011 E. Tudor Rd. 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Dear Kathy, 

~~~{"£ ~G.t'il·h-~;h. 
909 Mission Rd. 
Kodiak, Alaska 99615 
19 April, 1991 

I talked to you on the phone a while back about marbled murreleta in the 
Kodiak a.rea and told you I would send what lit"tle information I have on breeding 
and possible breeding of birds reported aa marbled murreleta in this area. 
Unfortunately, I don~t know the "d.b.h.'' of spruce trees in the areaa mentioned 
below, but all have (or ha.d) spruce that would surely qualify a.e "old growth". 
Some of the recorda of birds passing overhead could conceivably refer to 
Kittlit:zt's murrelet, but given the ratio of the two apeciea in Kodiak waters, it 
is highly unlikely. Here goea= 

Downy young/''.iuyeniles" found on forest floor 

* 8/17/76- "one juvenile found in woode- fully fledged Unit 121" from a report 
by U.S. Forest Service technician Wilma Zelhoefer who was doing bird survey 
work in connection with the Forest Service"'e Perenoss. timber sale on Afognak 
I.s. Unit 121 waa a. USFS timber cutting unit (Afognak map B-2~ T. 22S, R. 19W, 
Section 3) on the eaet side of Difmoverer Bay (see enclosed map). 

* 8/11/86 - A large but still downy young found on the forest floor in the 
suburban Island Lake area near the town of Kodiak was brought to the Kodiak 
National Wildlife Refuge where it was photographed. 

Adnlt.e found. on the !oreat floor 

* Sometime during the period 31 June to 12 July, 1976 - in timber cutting Unit 33 
(Afognak rna.p B-2, T. 218, R. 19W, Section 34) on the eaet aide of Diacoverer 
Bay_ Afognak Island, Wilma Zelhoefer (see above) found a. dead adult in "Slough 
Creek" (aee enclosed map). 

* Sometime during the period late July to early Auguet, 1976 -An adult was found 
under la:t-ge spruce about 300 yds inland from Mill Ba.y .. which is 2.5 mi NE of 
the City of Kodiak (found at 57 49A~N. 152 21.2"W). The bird waa found in or 
near a trailel:' park in which few canopy trees had been removed. I did see this 
bird. 

* 5/25/77- An adult brought to the AlaBka Department of Fish and Game office 
was found on the forest floor about 500 yds from the southeast shore of 
Monaahka Bay, about two mi north of the city of Kodiak. The bird had been 
found by a dog in this heavily wooded, low density residential areaft 
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Birds flYing gyer s.;m=uce and. calling in morning or ev;enina 

* Sometime during the period 30 June - 2 July, 1978- I camped on Afognak Ialand 
along the Afognak River where it meets aalt water (58 04.8 .. N, 152 48.6-'W). In 
the evening~ I saw and heard murreleta flying upstream in loose groupe of up 
to five birds, but moat paseed by ones or twoe. They flew about 100-150 feet 
above the river in an area where fairly large treeB lined the banks (ie: they 
were not too far above the treetopa). 

* 2~3 Auguat~ 1978- from a report submitted to the U.S. Forest Service by Belle 
Heffnel:' Mickelson on the birds of the Perenoea timber sale area on Afognak 
Island: "awoke each morning in Danger [Kazak:ofJ Bay to the sound of marbled 
murrelete calling and flying rapidly overhead, keer, keer, keer_ They seemed 
to fly back in tha trees then out in the bay several hundred yards and back 
again. They flew like bomber pilota in amall groups of 2-3 or 5-6. There were 
at least 30 birds" 

* 6/23/85 -I saw and heard many flying overhead in the early morning from the 
beach at Pineapple Cove on Spruce Island (57 57 .l"N, 152 28.2"W). Most of Sp:Mlce 
I eland is covered with "old growth" apruce. 

* they are aeen and heard annually at eeveral USFWS North American Breeding 
Bird Survey stope (Chiniak, Route 131) over large spruce between Cape Chiniak 
and Kalain Bay. Thia ie the aame general area where a presumed marbled 
murrelet egg was found in August 1990 and given to the Kodiak National Wildlife 
Refuge. 

. After I talked to you on the phone, I went back to the USFWS gray and ultra-

lsra¥.._0CSEAP literature from the late 70"e and early 80"s and found many, many 
au~geatlona of nesting murreleta. Perhaps the greatest mother-lode was the 

~! 1978 aeries of Cruise Reports (Cruiaea 1 through 9) of the R/V Commando, which 
· / worked on the eaat aide of Kodiak and Afognak Ialande. Some of theee 

observations made their wa.y into aubaequent OCSEAP publications. 
'· 

When you look at the sum total of evidence, it looks like marbled murreleta are 
common nesters throughout the forested portions of the archipelago. 
Unfortunately, there are fewer and fewer forested portions with each passing 
year. It certainly would be nice to eee some Exxon money used to purchase 
forest land on Afognak. The chunk of land between the Kodiak Refuge"a Ban leland 
Unit on Afognak, and Shuyak State Park would seem worth looking at* This would 
create a continuous awa.th of public land about 5 miles wide and 25 milee long!! 

In diacueaing the one published marbled murrelet alpine record for the 
archipelago with Denny Zwiefelhofer, he felt, and I agree, that there waan·t much 
in the description that precluded the adult"s being a Kittlitz·a murrelet. The egg 
was collected so I wonder if the eggs of the two apeciea can be distinguished 
and, if ao. if the egg from the Kodiak neat was studied in that regard? 

Sincerely, 

Richard A. Macintosh 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - Harlequin Duck Life History 

The harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) has a disjunct 
holarctic distribution. The western population is more numerous 
with the greatest concentration of birds found in the Aleutian 
Islands of Alaska. Harlequin ducks breed and winter in 
relatively inaccessible areas and are therefore one of the least 
studied ducks in the northern hemisphere. Population estimates 
are limited and inexact; however, pre-spill wintering populations 
were estimated at 9,600 birds for the Kodiak Archipelago and 
10,000 birds for Prince William Sound. 

Harlequin ducks do not begin to breed until their second year. 
Egg laying is believed to begin between May 10 and May 30; 3-7 
eggs are laid and incubated for 28-30 days. Broods would begin 
hatching in early to mid-July. Breeding birds conduct nesting 
and brood rearing inland next to turbulent mountain streams. 
Stream characteristics vary and preliminary information on nest 
sites found in Prince William Sound imply a considerable 
difference in preferred streams characteristics than published 
information from Iceland. Sam Patten found several nests at 
approximately 1000 feet elevation , next to cascading streams as 
narrow as 1 meter wide, further information will be available in 
the 1991 NRDA report. Most harlequin nest on the ground beneath 
dense vegetation, however, harlequins have been known to nest in 
tree cavities and rock c r evi ces . Aq ua tic i nvertebrates are t he 
primary prey for breeding birds and broods . 

Immature birds remain on coastal habitats throughout the summer . 
Breeding males join the non-breeding birds in early July to form 
large flocks for the pre-basic molt. Protected bays, with 
anadromous fish streams, are preferred congregating areas. 
Marine invertebrates and mussels are the primary food source in 
winter and spring; once freshwater invertebrates become available 
within the intertidal zone, feeding behavior shifts to the mouths 
of the stream. Salmon roe is believed to be the principal food 
source when it becomes available. Hens with broods will return 
to coastal habitats in late August and will utilize many of the 
same molting areas used by the males. 

Human impacts on the harlequin population are probably greatest 
through disturbance and habitat loss. Harvest levels are 
believed to be low for both subsistence and recreational hunting. 
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HARLEQUIN DUCK 

I. TAXONOMIC DESCRIPTION 
A. Common Name: Harlequin Duck 
B. Scientific Name: Histrionicus histrionicus 
C. Races: Currently, there are no races described. 

II. RANGE 
A. Worldwide (Figure 1): 

Harlequin ducks have a disjunct distribution with at 
least two geographically isolated populations. The 
western population of harlequins breeds in eastern 
Siberia, north to the arctic circle, east to the 
Chukchi and Kamchatka Peninsulas. In North America, 
breeding populations range from the Seward Peninsula, 
south to the Aleutian Islands, east to the Mackenzie 
River then south to central California and the northern 
Rocky Mountains. Wintering populations concentrate 
along the coast of California to the end of the 
Aleutian Islands, then south to Korea and central Japan 
(Delacour 1959, Bellrose 1980). 

The eastern population of harlequins breed in Iceland, 
the southern half of Greenland, southeastern Baffin 
Island, and parts of Labrador. Wintering birds 
c on c entrate on t h e s out h e rn end of Greenland , near 
coastal areas around Iceland and extend down the coast 
of N. America to New Jersey (Delacour 1959, Bellrose 
1980). The eastern harlequin duck is a casual visi t o r 
to the Great Lakes and accidental in Europe (Delacour 
1959). 

B. Alaska 
The Aleutian Islands, Alaska Peninsula and the 
Alexander Archipelago contain the greatest numbers of 
breeding Harlequin ducks in their North American 
distribution (Bellrose 1980). The greatest wintering 
concentration of birds occurs in the Aleutian Islands, 
but wintering harlequins are also abundant in Prince 
William Sound and the Alexander Archipelago (Bellrose 
1980). Bellrose (ibid.) estimated the wintering 
population in the Aleutian Islands to be between 
600,000 and 1 million birds; however, Patten1 cautions 

1 Patten, S.M. Jr., Alaska Department of Fish and Game. 
333 Raspberry Road; Anchorage, Alaska 99559. 
Anchorage: (907) 267 - 2179. Fairbanks: 455-6101 

1 
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Breeding ( ... ) and ,.;rintering ( ---) distribution of Harlequin ducks 
(copied from Phillips 1925). 
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that this estimate is considered to be too high (pers. 
com.). He also estimated the wintering population of 
harlequins in Prince William Sound at 10,000 birds. An 
estimate of 9600 wintering harlequins in the Kodiak 
Archipelago were extrapolated from winter surveys in 
1979 and 1980 (Forsell and Gould 1981). The highest 
concentrations were found in Sitkaladik Narrows and 
between Narrow Cape and Ugak Island. There are no 
estimates for other areas impacted by the oil spill. 

C. Population Status 
Harlequin ducks are the least studied duck species in 
North America. There are no good data on population 
trends before the spill. 

III. MIGRATION CHRONOLOGY 
Harlequin ducks begin arriving on their wintering grounds in 
the Aleutian Islands in mid-September and remain there until 
May (Bellrose 1980). In interior Alaska, the birds begin to 
arrive on breeding grounds from mid-May, to late May in the 
Brooks range (Bellrose 1980). Birds which winter and breed 
in south-central Alaska may begin congregating near the 
mouths of suitable breeding streams in late April or early 
May (Patten pers. comm.). In July, males congregate in 
protected bays, with good feeding areas, for the prebasic 
molt. They congregate in extremely large flocks (Patten 
found a flock of 350 males in 1991) during the flightless 
portion of the molt. Non-breeding and failed-nesting 
females begin their molts in August and utilize many of the 
same molting sites as the males. Females with broods 
migrate to marine habitats in late August (Patten pers. 
comm.). 

IV. BREEDING CHRONOLOGY 
Very little is known about breeding behavior and chronology 
of Harlequins. Most of the information published in the 
literature are based on studies in Iceland. 

Harlequin ducks do not reach maturity until their second 
year (Delacour 1959, Bengtson 1972, Bellrose 1980). In 
Alaska, laying is believed to begin between May 10 and May 
30 (Bellrose 1980). Harlequins lay a total of 3-7 eggs with 
a 2 day laying interval, and incubate the eggs for 28-30 
days (Bengtson 1966, Bellrose 1980). Males desert the 
females early in the incubation period. 

There is very little information available on the brood 
rearing period. Given the incubation period, broods would 
be expected to hatch in early to mid-July. Bengtson (1972) 
describes a 30-40 percent mortality for ducklings during the 
first 2 weeks. Patten (NRDA REPORT - 1990) reports seeing 
3.1 ducklings per hen in late summer. This is comparable to 
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the mean of 2.8 fully grown ducklings/breeding female found 
in Iceland over a 4 year period (Bengtson 1972). 

V. HABITAT REQUIREMENTS 
Harlequin ducks have unique habitat requirements because 
they use both marine and inland habitats. In coastal 
ecosystems, paired birds will be found in the intertidal 
reaches of mountain rivers and streams before moving inland 
to nesting habitats. Coastal areas are used throughout the 
summer by non-breeding birds, breeding males after the pair 
bonds are broken, and by failed nesting females (Bellrose 
1980, Dzinbal and Jarvis 1982). Coastal habitats are used 
throughout the winter by all sex and age classes of 
harlequins. 

A. Nesting and Brood Rearing Habitats 
Harlequin ducks nest along rapidly flowing mountain 
streams. The width, turbidity and current velocity 
vary considerably, but most nests are located along 
shallow rivers and streams (0.5 - 1.0 meters deep) with 
gravel or rocky substrates (Bengtson 1972). Selection 
of streams is also related to nest site availability 
and the abundance of macroinvertebrates (Bengtson 
1972). Early results from NRDA Bird Study 11 (Patten 
1990) identified 9 streams in Prince William Sound that 
are used by nesting Harlequins. A list of stream 
characteristics were developed (see Appendix I for a 
copy of these characteristics) which varied slightly 
Bengtson's (1972) findings. The results from the 1991 
NRDA study are expected to provide substantially 
different information from published data. Patten 
(pers.com.) found more streams used for nesting 
(approximately 20 in PWS) than documented in 1990. 
Many of these streams were considerably different than 
previously identified streams, a complete description 
of these streams will be provided in the November 
report. 

Published literature describes preferred nesting sites 
located on islands and islets (Bengtson 1972). Ground 
nests are usually located beneath shrubs and other 
dense vegetation. Harlequins will also nest in tree 
cavities and in rock crevices (Delacour 1959), but 
these nests have been documented less frequently than 
ground nests. Bengtson (1972) located 98 nests in 
Iceland, of these only 7 were more than 5 meters from 
water. The mean nesting density was 1.3 pairs/km. 
Although harlequins cannot be considered colonial 
nesting birds, Delacour (1959) states that several 
nests may be located close together on islands in high 
velocity streams. Harlequins appear to have high site 
tenacity, often returning to within 100 meters of 
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previous years nesting sites, females may use the same 
nest site for more than one season (Bengtson 1972). 

In Prince William Sound, several of the nests located 
in 1991 were at approximately 1000 feet elevation, in 
timbered areas next to small, turbulent streams (Patten 
pers. com.). Patten described these streams as "pocket 
cascades", sometimes only 1 meter wide. 

Slow stretches in oxbows, or lee sides of curves, are 
used by broods for feeding and resting. Outlets from 
lakes, beneath waterfalls and turbulent stretches of 
streams no more than 0.8 meters deep are favorite 
feeding locations for adults (Bengtson 1972). Young 
broods (Age classes Ia - IIb) feed mostly on surface 
insects and on insects from over hanging vegetation; 
older broods feed in the same areas and manners as the 
adults (Bengtson 1972). 

B. Summer Habitats: Non-breeders and Males 
Fjords and bays are used extensively by males and non
breeding females throughout the summer. In spring, 
harlequins congregate at the mouths of mountain 
streams, feeding in the bays and intertidal areas. 
Paired birds feed extensively in the intertidal areas 
before moving inland to nesting areas. 

Dzinbal and Jarvis (1982) studied the summer habitat 
use and feeding ecology of harlequins at Sawmill Bay in 
Prince William Sound. They found that intertidal areas 
within the rivers were used for feeding until the 
second week of July. At that time, the ducks moved 
inland and fed in the lower 1 km of the creeks (beyond 
the intertidal zone). This shift in feeding areas 
corresponded with an increase in macroinvertebrates and 
an increase in salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) spawning. In 
Sawmill Bay, males and nonbreeders rarely fed beyond 
the lower 1.5 km of the streams. 

Dzinbal and Jarvis (ibid.) compared the relative amount 
of time harlequin ducks spent in a given habitat type, 
to the amount of time spent feeding within each habitat 
type. From these data they determined that the creek 
habitats were utilized more for feeding. Harlequins 
spent most of their time near small rock islands in the 
bays, but spent proportionately less of their time 
feeding in these areas. The unstated implication from 
these data are that harlequins use the rock areas for 
loafing and resting and the creek areas for feeding. 
Inglis et. al. (1989) found that harlequins preferred 
to rest on the banks of islands within the rivers, but 
also used rocks protruding from the water for loafing. 
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C. Wintering Habitats 
Harlequins winter in small flocks (up to 10 birds) 
along exposed, rocky coasts. Foraging ducks use 
intertidal and subtidal areas throughout the coast 
line. They are more evenly distributed throughout the 
coastal areas during the winter, which shows a wider 
range of habitat use than during the summer (Patten 
pers. com.). During severe storms, the flocks will 
move to sheltered bays which offer protection from 
rough seas and strong winds. 

VI. FOOD WEB INTER-RELATIONSHIPS 
A. Predation 

Predation is not believed to be a major source of 
mortality for adult harlequin ducks. Of the 98 nests 
observed by Bengtson (1972) 9 were depredated by raven 
(Corvus corax), mink (Mustela spp.), arctic skua 
(Stercorarius parasiticus), and arctic fox (Alopex 
lagopus). Ravens were believed to have destroyed 5 of 
the nests. Very little information is available about 
brood rearing and mortality. Bengtson (1972) estimated 
a 30-40 percent mortality for ducklings in the first 
two weeks after hatch, adverse weather during this time 
period may be a significant cause of mortality. 

B. Feeding Behavior and Diets - Summer 
Harlequin ducks feed almost exclusively on animal 
matter. Breeding birds and broods in Iceland, fed 
mostly on abundant Simuliidae (Diptera), but also fed 
on Chironomidae larvae and Trichoptera (n=31) (Bengtson 
1972) . Once salmon begin spawning, harlequins begin 
eating roe (Delacour 1959, Dzinbal and Jarvis 1982). 
It is unclear in the literature if brood movement 
downstream is linked to spawning. It is believed that 
breeding birds in Coastal ecosystems with short 
mountain streams, may fly from nesting areas to the 
mouths of the rivers for feeding (Bengtson 1972, 
Dzinbal and Jarvis 1982). This is apparently linked 
to shorter streams having lower nutrient quality and 
therefore less productive invertebrate populations 
(Bengtson 1972). 

It is important to recognize that the information on 
feeding habits and preferences of harlequins in Alaska 
is extremely limited. Much of the information that 
follows is based on small sample sizes and 
observations. 

The summer diets (n=5) of coastal harlequins in Prince 
William Sound consisted of a variety of crustacea and 
invertebrates (Dzinbal and Jarvis 1982). Feeding 
patterns suggest that the birds ate marine 
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invertebrates until freshwater invertebrates became 
abundant. Once salmon began spawning, the diets may 
shift predominantly to salmon roe. 

C. Prey Species - winter 
Wintering harlequins forage mostly along exposed coasts 
and in bays (Delacour 1959, Bellrose 1980). They are 
generally found in small groups, usually less than 10 
birds and are seen foraging closer to shore than other 
sea-ducks (Bellrose 1980). Crustaceans and mollusks 
(Crustacea and Mollusca respectively) comprise the bulk 
of the winter diet for harlequins (Delacour 1959, 
Bellrose 1980, Dzinbal and Jarvis 1982). Other 
animals which supplement this diet include insects , 
starfish (Echinodermata), and fishes {Bellrose 1980, 
Dzinbal and Jarvis 1982). 

VII. HUMAN INTERACTIONS 
The holarctic distribution and migration patterns of 
harlequin ducks limits the hunting impacts on the species. 
The annual take of harlequins in Prince William Sound is 
unknown, but believed to be small since most harvesting is 
associated with using males as decorative mounts {Patten 
pers. comm.). There does not seem to be any significant 
Native use of harlequins; although, Nelson (1887 cited in 
Phillips 1925) mentioned that some Native populations killed 
male harlequins and stuffed them as toys for children. 

Patten believes that disturbance to the molting flocks would 
be one o f the gre atest human-related impacts, aside f r om 
tox ic spills, on the harl equin population . He e xpects to 
provide a detailed accounting of locations of molting flocks 
and potential impacts of disturbance in the NRDA report. 
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DRAFT 
Copied from: Patten, S .N. 1990. Prince William Sound Harlequin Duck Breeding 

Habitat Analysis Feasibility Study. Appendix I. NRDA BIRD STUDY 
No. 11. 

Table 2 

Characteristics of Harlequin Nesting Streams 
in Prince William Sound 

Characteristics 

30 - 50 ft wide at mouth to estuary 

extensive intertidal areas in estuary 

moderate gradient 

discharge rates of 1.5 - 7.0 cu. mfsec . 

. 3 -. 5 m deep 

elevation at onset of stream approx. 750 ft. 

clear, not glacial or turbid 

substrate of large stones, rocks, boulders 

5 - 8 km length (relatively short) 

bordered by mature spruce-hemlock forest 

salmon spawning stream (chum, humpback) 

Harlequin nest areas begin approx •• 5 km from mouth (Dzinbal, 1982) 

nests found from 2 to 20 m from water (Bengston, 1966) 

mean clutch size approx. 5.5 eggs (Bengston, 1966) 

mean brood size summer 1990 observed outside oil spill area: 
3.1 ducklings per brood 
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MEMORANDUM State of Alaska 

Department of Fish and Game 

1'0: Mark Fraker 
ADF&G 
OSIAR 
Anchorage 

FRO.M: Sam Patten•:.r 
WB III . 
ADFG ~ DWC 

Date: February 3, 1992 

Tel: 257-2376, 455-6101 

' £"15 
;a 

RE: Justification for continuing research on Harlequin resto~ation 
in eastern PWS in 1992. 

Harlequins have a low reproductive rate, strong fidelity to 
wintering and br~eding areas, and feed in the intertidal. These 
factor s will likely inhibit recovery of the western PWS Harlequin 
popul a ion from the oil spill. Management of a nearby source of 
immigrants (the eastern PWS population) is proposed as a 
restoration concept. Current timber harvests in eastern Prince 
William Sound threaten habitat of breeding Harlequins there. 
Identifying all breeding streams and acquiring old growth forest 
habitat in eastern PWS are critical for the restoration of 
Harlequins in the oil spi~l area. A thorough inventory of 
individual HADU using each stream in eastern PWS is necessary to 
determine br~eding density, success, and frequency. 

The HADU Restoration Project forsees eventual restoration 
implementation by studying the feasibility of habitat enhancement . 
We will test several artificial nesting cavity designs. These are 
based on natural cavities used by Harlequins as well as on nest 
boxes used by aviculturalists to breed Harlequins. The nest boxes 
have been designed by the aviculturalists during years of testing. 

j The prototype nest boxes will be p -ced i n the field in eastern PWS 
near known HADU nest sites. B e nest sites are a limiting 
factor for Harlequins breedin Iceland and possibly PWS, 
increasing the number of nest .... _e s could potentially increase 
breeding density along streams in eastern and western PWS. 

This would increase the rate of recovery from the oil spill by; 
1) increasing the number of emigrating Harlequins from eastern PWS 
(generally young and first-time breeders) and 2) increasing 
production directly in western PWS. The caveat here is, however , 
HADU' s are no longer subjected to sublethal and reproductively 
inhibiting doses of petroleum hydrocarbons from the intertidal. 

cc: Calkins 
Senner 1111' 
Cr ow ley 
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Stan Senner 
Oil Spill Restoration Planning Office 
Alaska Dept. Fish and Game 
Anchorage, AK 99518 

Dear Stan, 

WAL I t:H J. HIGI\I::L, \JUVt:HIVUt-i 

Dave Crowley 
1580 Alpine Vista Ct 
Fairbanks, AK 99712 
January 2, 1992 

Hope you had a relatively restful holiday season. I would 
like to update you on the status of that graduate school position 
for me and try to proceed to the next phase. Dr. Bob Jarvis from 
Oregon State U., one of our peer reviewers for the Harlequin 
projects, has agreed to be my major advisor. I met with Bob at 
OSU in December to discuss the project and funding for a masters 
degree. He was pleased with the progress and results to date of 
the Harlequin Restoration Project and had very few comments on 
improving data collection. Our greater concern was funding. He 
indicated 2 approaches we can take: write up a 2 year contract 
between the State of Alaska (and possibly USFWS) and OSU that 
will cover tuition, health insurance, stipend, supplies, indirect 
costs and travel; or include the above costs in the annual 
Harlequin Project budget. The 2 year contract seems the better 
approach because the funding is provided up front for the entire 
masters project and I can get resident tuition ($1050 per term as 
opposed to $4700 nonresident!) under a Research Assistantship 
which are only awarded with a contract. 

Bob and I estimated the total cost of a masters degree at 
$34,800, which is around $3000 less than my base pay during those 
same months. While in school, I would continue to fulfill my 
obligations to Fish and Game (as directed by Sam), mainly report 
and proposal writing. Bob indicated that the contract would 
probably have to pass through the Attorney General's office in 
both Alaska and Oregon. Sam mentioned that Assistant A. G. 
Swidirski may be supportive of the project. 

Sam and I discussed the question certain to be asked by the 
State of Alaska: "What's in it for the State of Alaska?" We 
propose the following benefits to the state: 1. The Harlequin 
Restoration project, an expensive undertaking, would undoubtedly 
be improved scientifically with the academic support of a 
Harlequin expert (Jarvis) and a major, research-oriented 
university with less overall cost to the state. 2. The 
supporting agency (Dept. Fish and Game) receives a more highly 
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WALTER J. HICKEL, GOVERNUH 

trained and qualified employee. 3. ADFG could continue to 
benefit from ties to Oregon State University, a Land, Sea and 
Space Grant institution sharing many of the same concerns 
regarding natural resources as southern and Southeast Alaska. 

Sam and I would like to meet with you for an hour or so to 
discuss means of funding and what our next step should be. We 
will both be in Anchorage for a few days starting January 20th 
(Sam is on leave until the 18th) and will contact you about a 
meeting time. I can be reached at 457-8000. 

V 
I would like to personally thank you for initiating the M.S. 

position under the Restoration Project. I feel very fortunate to 
be poised for the position and guarantee my best efforts . 

Sincerely, /) 
... .i i 
. \~ l, . · .• /' . \, 

i . ul·-..-L"--. - . .....,_. . )··,...' 
David W. Crowley L 

. · \ 

V'\ .. +--
r\...~ ..l.- li et I 

~ 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Sam Patten 
Game Biologist 
OSIAR Division 
Department of Fish and Game 

FROM: Kathrin Sundet J; 
Habitat Biologist 
Region II 
Habitat Division 
Department of Fish and Game 

State ofAiaska 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME 

DATE: October 2, 1991 

FILE NO.: 17.7.7 

TELEPHONE NO.: 267-2295 

SUBJECT: Compilation of 
Harlequin Duck 
Stream Oiling 
Information 

litigation Sensitive 
Attorney Work Product 

Attorney-client Privilege 

The compilation of oiling information by Habitat personnel for 
PWS streams that are potentially utilized by Harlequin ducks has 
been completed. Attached is a table of 'harlequin duck streams' 
for 1989-1991, listing oiling observations and their sources by 
location and date, as discussed during our meetings in August 
and September. This memo will further describe the selection of 
streams, sources of oiling data, criteria used for summarizing 
oiling information, and availability of supplemental data . 

Table contents 

The original list of twelve streams which we received on August 
18, has been expanded to approximately fifty-five streams based 
on a revised list by Tom Crowe and Rick Gustin. The attached 
stream oiling table is sorted by ADEC segment number, sub
segment, anadromous stream catalog number (ASC#), and date. For 
each stream, the stream number, location and oiling summary 
information is listed under a sub-heading. Where the ASC# could 
not be clearly i0!=!ntified, the information was listed by segment 
and subsegment numbers minus oiling summaries. Segment MA002 
was included in the table, as it con~ists of four small islands 
offshore potential duck streams and Rick Gustin had mentioned 
that these . islands were frequented by Harlequin ducks. The 
SOURCE DOCUMENT section will be further described in the next 
paragraph. The RATING column ranks the information source as 
'detailed', •medium' or 'general'. The DESCRIPTION column 
contains abstracted information from the original sources (where 
RATING is medium or detailed), or mostly quotes (where RATING is 
general) in an attempt to expedite further data searches, if 
necessary. 
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Sources of information 

All available Habitat-generated data sources were used and 
supplemented with ADEC data, ADF&G Commfish/Sportfish survey 
sketches, and data from the joint government/Exxon surveys. 

Habitat data sources consist of PWS 1989 logs, treatment and 
oiling summary reports; data forms and sketches associated with 
ANADSCAT (1990 Anadromous Stream Cleanup Assessment Team), Pre
ASAP (Habitat pre-screening for the 1989 August Shoreline 
Assessment Program) , MAYSAP ( 1991 ~Iay Shoreline Assessment 
Program) , treatment monitoring, the 1989 I 1990 Winter study data, 
and miscellaneous surveys conducted by Habitat in conjunction 
with other agencies. This information was supplemented with 
data from the photos, videos and sediment samples databases, 
where necessary. In some cases videos were reviewed and 
abstracted to further document oiling conditions. 

As references for 1989 oiling conditions, oiling categories from 
the SCAT (Shoreline Cleanup Assessmerit Program, the earliest 
1989 survey) and the ADEC Fall Beach Survey (Fall Walk-a-thon) 
were incorporated where applicable. Where Habitat oiling 
information seemed insufficient or oiling descriptions covered 
a wide range, ADEC Gundlach transect data, ADEC monitoring 
reports, references to descriptive ADEC photos, and detailed 
SCAT descriptions were added as available . 

Oiling categories 

Each stream heading in the oiling table contains oiling 
categories pertaining to the stream area: N/A (not applicable, 
or insufficient data to make a determination), NS (noted as not 
surveyed in sketch), and VL (very light) to H (heavy) . M/H 
indicates medium oiling with heavy pockets (usually subsurface 
pockets). 1989 SCAT contains the SCAT survey category, 1989 DEC 
FALL SURVEY lists the oiling condition from the DEC tic-maps 
near the stream mouth, and HABITAT OILING SUMMARY lists separate 
categories for 1989 through 1991. 

However, I urge you to be cautious in utilizing these 
categories, as oiling varied among years, agencies, and to some 
extent, varied slightly among observers . . The designations are 
intended merely to provide a general index for comparative 
purposes. The following paragraph summarizes our criteria in 
evaluating oiling conditions from the compiled comments. 
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Oiling criteria 

Assigning oiling categories by year to the compiled stream 
information was not a simple task as the quality and detail of 
observations (especially in 1989), varied widely and both oiling 
criteria and the character of the oiling itself changed over the 
years 1990 and 1991. Thus 1989 criteria largely ignored 
subsurface oiling, and although streams were monitored with some 
respect to subsurface contamination in 1990, this issue was not 
fully addressed until the 1991 MAYSAP survey. 

The Habitat Division EVOS group jointly reviewed individual 
oiling comments for all Harlequin duck streams and assigned 
oiling categories along the following guidelines: 

The SCAT and DEC Fall Beach surveys were used as comparisons for 
all other observations, and were thus not included in the 
Habitat oiling summaries. Whenever there were no Habitat 
observations for a given strea.m within a year, or information 
was considered insufficient, the Habitat summary was considered 
N/A. For each year, oiling was summarized with emphasis on the 
earliest and most detailed information of the season in order to 
reflect untreated conditions. In cases where only late-season 
observations were available, we made no attempt to back
extrapolate oiling to previous surveys like SCAT or the 
1989/1990 Winter Study. 

We used a combination of oiling criteria in an attempt to 
standardize oiling categories among the years, leaning heavily 
on sketches of oiling conditions and dimensions of oiled areas. 
In determining oiling criteria, we used a 'sifting process', 
applying major criteria first, then adjusting the categories 
with further considerations. A list of oiling criteria is 
available upon request. 

The primary consideration consisted of a combination of band 
width and percent coverage criteria from the Shoreline Field 
Treatment Manual (07/25/89), and the Cleanup Monitoring Standard 
Operating Procedures Manual (03/08/90). Within that framework, 
we considered the proximity and mobility of the oiled area to 
the stream, using a 50m radius as the limit, or, as in the case 
of segment KN134, geographical features such as -tombolos or 
rocky outcrops that may form a barrier to oil reaching the 
stream. As subsurface oiling became evident, we also considered 
the extent and type of subsurface oiling in fine-tuning our 
categories. Although surface oiling was greatly reduced in 
1991, subsurface oiling continue~ to persist and oiling 
categories reflect as greater emphasis on type and percent of 
this form of oiling. The oiling summary values are flagged with 
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'subsurface' where the amount of subsurface oiling affected the 
oiling category. The persistence of oiling is best demonstrated 
in individual descriptions of 1991 subsurface oiling conditions. 

For example, in EL052., ASC# 2261016902, heavy surface oil 
coverage was documented in an ADEC photograph from mid-April 
1989. After eight days, however, the. survey crew found 
considerably less surface oiling in a detailed survey. In the 
next two seasons, persistent subsurface oiling was found in this 
segment. According to band width/coverage criteria, the stream 
mouth area would have qualified as medium oiling. With respect 
to the earliest photograph, we classified this oiling as heavy 
and noted this in the Habitat 89 summary. The 1990 data 
indicate medium oiling and some penetration. 1991 qualifies as 
light oiling, according to the main criteria, but is flagged 
•subsurface' according to MAYSAP documentation. 

Additional information 

In addition to the above oiling summaries, Habitat can provide 
further information on items rated as 'detailed' or 'medium'. 
Approximately 600 sediment samples (tracked in the Samples 
database by sample ID and ASC#) were taken by Habitat in PWS and 
can be analyzed at Texas A&M's GERG labs for toxic constituents 
upon request. Photos and videos documenting oiling information 
as indicated in the oiling table are ava i lable upon request for 
most streams. 

This table was compiled in response to your request for Habitat 
Division assistance in support of the NRDA Harlequin Duck Study, 
and I hope that it meets your needs for referencing oiling 
conditions in harlequin duck streams. Please do not hesitate to 
ask for clarifications or further info if necessary. 

cc: Lance Trasky 
Tom Crowe 
Ken Middleton 
Don Calkins 

Rick Gustin 
Mark Fraker 
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Stan Senner 
Oil Spill Restoration Planning Office 
Alaska Dept. Fish and Game 
Anchorage, AK 99518 

Dear Stan, 

Dave Crowley 
1580 Alpine Vista Ct 
Fairbanks, AK 99712 
January 2, 1992 

Hope you had a relatively restful holiday season. I would 
like to update you on the status of that graduate school position 
for me and try to proceed to the next phase. Dr. Bob Jarvis from 
Oregon State U., one of our peer reviewers for the Harlequin 
projects, has agreed to be my major advisor. I met with Bob at 
OSU in December to discuss the project and funding for a masters 
degree. He was pleased with the progress and results to date of 
the Harlequin Restoration Project and had very few comments on 
improving data collection. Our greater concern was funding. He 
indicated 2 approaches we can take: write up a 2 year contract 
between the State of Alaska (and possibly USFWS) and OSU that 
will cover tuition, health insurance, stipend, supplies, indirect 
costs and travel ; or include the above costs i n the annual 
Harlequin Project budget. The 2 year contract seems the better 
approach because the funding is provided up front for the entire 
masters project and I can get resident tuition ($1050 per term as 
opposed to $4700 nonresident!) under a Research Assistantship 
which are only awarded with a contract. 

Bob and I estimated the total cost of a masters degree at 
$34,800, which is around $3000 less than my base pay during those 
same months. While in school, I would continue to fulfill my 
obligations to Fish and Game (as directed by Sam), mainly report 
and proposal writing. Bob indicated that the contract would 
probably have to pass through the Attorney General's office in 
both Alaska and Oregon. Sam mentioned that Assistant A. G. 
Swidirski may be supportive of the project. 

Sam and I discussed the question certain to be asked by the 
State of Alaska: "What's in it for the State of Alaska'?" We 
propose the following benefits to the state: 1. The Harlequin 
Restoration project, an expensive undertaking, would undoubtedly 
be improved scientifically with the academic support of a 
Harlequin expert (Jarvis) and a major, research-oriented 
university with less overall cost to the state. 2. The 
supporting agency (Dept. Fish and Game) receives a more highly 

h 
,t. .>J Jr•ntc -Jon re v led ~a~er by G. C 
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WALTER J. HICKEL, GOVERNOR 
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trained and qualified employee. 3. ADFG could continue to 
benefit from ties to Oregon State University, a Land, Sea and 
Space Grant institution sharing many of the same concerns 
regarding natural resources as southern and Southeast Alaska. 

Sam and I would like to meet with you for an hour or so to 
discuss means of funding and what our next step should be. We 
will both be in Anchorage for a few days starting January 20th 
(Sam is on leave until the 18th) and will contact you about a 
meeting time. I can be reached at 457-8000. 

I would like to personally thank you for initiating the M.S. 
position under the Restoration Project. I feel very fortunate to 
be poised for the position and guarantee my best efforts. 

Sincerely, 

0]~1[),~ 
David W. Crowley 

2 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Sam Patten 
Game Biologist 
OSIAR Division 
Department of Fish and Game 

FROM: Kathrin Sundet ,~ 
Habitat Biologist 
Region II 
Habitat Division 
Department of Fish and Game 

£t5 
D 

State of Alaska 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH & GAME 

DATE: October 2, 1991 

FILE NO.: 17.7.7 

TELEPHONE NO.: 267-2295 

SUBJECT: Compilation of 
Harlequin Duck 
Stream Oiling 
Information 

Litigation Sensitive 
Attorney Work Product 

Attorney-Client Privilege 

The compilation of oiling information by Habitat personnel for 
PWS streams that are potentially utilized by Harlequin ducks has 
been completed. Attached is a table of 'harlequin duck streams' 
for 1989-1991, listing oiling observations and their sources by 
location and date, as discussed during our meetings in August 
and September. This memo will further describe the selection of 
streams, sources of oiling data, criteria used for summarizing 
oiling information, and availability of supplemental data. 

Table contents 

The original list of twelve streams which we received on August 
18, has been expanded to approximately fifty-five streams based 
on a revised list by Torn Crowe and Rick Gustin. The attached 
stream oiling table is sorted by ADEC segment number, sub
segment, anadrornous stream catalog number (ASC#), and date. For 
each stream, the stream number, location and oiling summary 
information is listed under a sub-heading. Where the ASC# could 
not be clearly identified, the information was listed by segment 
and subsegment numbers minus oiling summaries. Segment MA002 
was included in the table, as it consists of four small islands 
offshore potential duck streams and Rick Gustin had mentioned 
that these islands were frequented by Harlequin ducks. The 
SOURCE DOCUMENT section will be further described in the next 
paragraph. The RATING column ranks the information source as 
'detailed' , 'medium' or 'general'. The DESCRIPTION column 
contains abstracted information from the original sources (where 
RATING is medium or detailed), or mostly quotes (where RATING is 
general) in an attempt to expedite further data searches, if 
necessary. 
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sources of information 

All available Habitat-generated data sources were used and 
supplemented with ADEC data, ADF&G Commfish/Sportfish survey 
sketches, and data from the joint government/Exxon surveys. 

Habitat data sources consist of PWS 1989 logs, treatment and 
oiling summary reports, data forms and sketches associated with 
ANADSCAT (1990 Anadromous Stream Cleanup Assessment Team), Pre
ASAP (Habitat pre- screening for the 1989 August Shoreline 
Assessment Program) , MAYSAP ( 1991 l"'Iay Shoreline Assessment 
Program), treatment monitoring, the 1989/1990 Winter study data, 
and miscellaneous surveys conducted by Habitat in conjunction 
with other agencies. This information was supplemented with 
data from the photos, videos and sediment samples databases, 
where necessary. In some cases videos were reviewed and 
abstracted to further document oiling conditions. 

As references for 1989 oiling conditions, oiling categories from 
the SCAT (Shoreline Cleanup Assessm~nt Program, the earliest 
1989 survey) and the ADEC Fall Beach Survey (Fall Walk-a- thon) 
were incorporated where applicable. Where Habitat oiling 
information seemed insufficient or oiling descriptions covered 
a wide range, ADEC Gundlach transect data, ADEC monitoring 
reports, references to descriptive ADEC photos, and detailed 
SCAT descriptions were added as available. 

Oiling categories 

Each stream heading in the oiling table contains oiling 
categories pertaining to the stream area: N/A (not applicable, 
or insufficient data to make a determination), NS (noted as not 
surveyed in sketch) , and VL (very light) to H (heavy) . M/H 
indicates medium oiling with heavy pockets (usually subsurface 
pockets). 1989 SCAT contains the SCAT survey category, 1989 DEC 
FALL SURVEY lists the oiling condition from the DEC tic-maps 
near the stream mouth, and HABITAT OILING SUMMARY lists separate 
categories for 1989 through 1991. 

However, I urge you to be cautious in utilizing these 
categories, as oiling varied among years, agencies, and to some 
extent, varied slightly among observers. The designations are 
intended merely to provide a general index for comparative 
purposes. The following paragraph summarizes our criteria in 
evaluating oiling conditions from the compiled comments. 
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Oiling criteria 

Assigning oiling categories by year to the compiled stream 
information was not a simple task as the quality and detail of 
observations (especially in 1989), varied widely and both oiling 
criteria and the character of the oiling itself changed over the 
years 1990 and 1991. Thus 1989 criteria largely ignored 
subsurface oiling, and although streams were monitored with some 
respect to subsurface contamination in 1990, this issue was not 
fully addressed until the 1991 MAYSAP survey. 

The Habitat Division EVOS group jointly reviewed individual 
oiling comments for . all Harlequin duck streams and assigned 
oiling categories along the following guidelines: 

The SCAT and DEC Fall Beach surveys were used as comparisons for 
all other observations, and were thus not included in the 
Habitat oiling summaries. Whenever there were no Habitat 
observations for a given stre~m within a year, or information 
was considered insufficient , the Habitat summary was considered 
NfA. For each year, oiling was summarized with emphasis on the 
earliest and most detailed information of the season in order to 
reflect untreated conditions. In cases where only late-season 
observations were available, we made no attempt to back
extrapolate oiling to previous surveys like SCAT or the 
1989/1990 Winter Study. 

We used a combination of oiling criteria in an attempt to 
standardize oiling categories among the years, leaning heavily 
on sketches of oiling conditions and dimensions of oiled areas. 
In determining oiling criteria, we used a 'sifting process', 
applying major criteria first, then adjusting the categories 
with further considerations. A list of oiling criteria is 
available upon request. 

The primary consideration consisted of a combination of band 
width and percent coverage criteria from the Shoreline Field 
Treatment Manual (07/25/89), and the Cleanup Monitoring Standard 
Operating Procedures Manual (03/08/90). Within that framework, 
we considered the proximity and mobility of the oiled area to 
the stream, using a 50m radius as the limit, or, as in the case 
of segment KN134, geographical features such as tombolos or 
rocky outcrops that may form a barrier to oil reaching the 
stream. As subsurface oiling became evident, we also considered 
the extent and type of subsurface oiling in fine-tuning our 
categories. Although surface oiling was greatly reduced in 
1991, subsurface oiling continued to persist and oiling 
categories reflect as greater emphasis on type and percent of 
this form of oiling. The oiling summary values are flagged with 
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'subsurface' where the amount of subsurface oiling affected the 
oiling category. The persistence of oiling is best demonstrated 
in individual descriptions of 1991 subsurface oiling conditions. 

For example, in EL052., ASC# 2261016902, heavy surface oil 
coverage was documented in an ADEC photograph from mid-April 
1989. After eight days, however, the survey crew found 
considerably less surface oiling in a detailed survey. In the 
next two seasons, persistent subsurface oiling was found in this 
segment. According to band width/coverage criteria, the stream 
mouth area would have qualified as medium oiling. With respect 
to the earliest photograph, we classified this oiling as heavy 
and noted this in the Habitat 89 summary. The 1990 data 
indicate medium oiling and some penetration. 1991 qualifies as 
light oiling, according to the main criteria, but is flagged 
'subsurface' according to MAYSAP documentation. 

Additional information 

In addition to the above oiling summaries, Habitat can provide 
further information on items rated as 'detailed' or 'medium'. 
Approximately 600 sediment samples (tracked in the Samples 
database by sample ID and ASC#) were taken by Habitat in PWS and 
can be analyzed at Texas A&M's GERG labs for toxic constituents 
upon request . Photos and videos documenting oiling information 
as indicated in the oiling table are available upon request for 
most streams. 

This table was compiled in response to your request for Habitat 
Division assistance in support of the NRDA Harlequin Duck Study, 
and I hope that it meets your needs for referencing oiling 
conditions in harlequin duck streams. Please do not hesitate to 
ask for clarifications or further info if necessary. 

cc: Lance Trasky 
Tom Crowe 
Ken Middleton 
Don Calkins 

Rick Gustin 
Mark Fraker 
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''rey R. Bourne. 

THE BLUE DUCK OF NEW ZEALAND 

jANETKEAR 

One can find no better introduction to the Blue Duck (Hymenolaimus 
malacorhynchos) than the quotation from Buddie (1951): "To those who 
know it ... , the memory of that long-drawn-out whistle, 'whio,' the call of the 
blue duck will bring a nostalgia, a longing to be back once more in the heart 
of the bush, high up in the beech forest, with the bare mountain tops glimpsed 
through a gap in the canopy; a rushing torrent cascading over huge boulders 
and broken rock, with here and there a still pool; the only sound that of the 
water, ... such is the home of the blue duck." 

The Blue Duck (Figures 1 and 2), one of the least known of the waterfowl, 
inhabits one of the world's loneliest and loveliest regions, the high country 
of New Zealand. Taxonomically something of a puzzle, the Blue Duck behaves 
little like the other dabbling ducks, with which it is usually placed, and ap
pears to share its food niche with fresh-water fish (Kear and Burton, 1971). 
The drake, although highly territorial and aggressive, apparently mates for 
life and shares in the care of the ducklings. 

The Blue Duck is astonishingly tame and confiding, often allowing a 
person to approach closely before taking off in flight. Yet despite its tameness, 
few people have studied it. According to Blackburn (1967), the vast majority 
of New Zealanders have never seen this unique bird, and many are unaware 
of its existence. · 

The following account deals with my brief study of the Blue Duck in the 
field between October 1968 and January 1969, brings together all the records 
of its breeding biology, and considers its taxonomic position in the light of 
our present knowledge. 

Description 

The Blue Duck is, as its name implies, basically blue in color- a dark 
slate blue, not unlike that of the water and the wet rocks against which it most 
often appears. Its crown is tinged with green. The feathers of its breast and 
upper abdomen are richly spotted with chestnut, and so beautiful that Maori 
women formerly wore them as ornaments around the neck. The wing is the 
same lead blue with the tips of the six outer secondaries narrowly bordered 
with white, the only remnants of the speculum which, in most dabbling ducks, 
extends over nine or 10 secondaries. Four or five of the innermost secondaries, 
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Figure l. A pair of Blue Ducks standing above the waters of a mountain stream. A large and 
tame duck, it lives only in New Zealand. Courtesy of National Publicity Studios, Wellington. 

sometimes called "tertials," have a longitudinal black line on the outer mar
gin. When the wing is folded, hiding the speculum, these slightly iridescent, 
velvety markings are still visible. The legs and feet are dark brown, and the, 
eyes a bright golden yellow. 

The Blue Duck has one of the most peculiar bills of all the Anatidae. 
Mainly white, it is edged in black, and from the forward, or anterior, edges 
of the upper mandible rise a pair of soft black flaps (Figure 3), which over
hang the lower jaw to a considerable extent and probably cushion the edges 
of the bill when the bird feeds (Kear and Burton, 1971 ). 

Except in voice and size, the male and female are not readily distinguish
able. The drake gives a long, drawn-out whistle, from which the species 
derives the l\Iaori name of Whio; the female utters only a low rasping quack. 
On the average, the male is somewhat heavier than the female (Table I). 

Habitat 

The Blue Duck, now mainly confined to the mountain regions of New 
Zealand, is even more strictly associated with water than most other ducks 
(Figure 4). In the bush, from sea level to tree line, it inhabits the swift, clear 
streams: " .. . where the foaming torrent, walled in on both sides, rushes 
impetuously over its shingle-bed, surging around the huge water-worn boul
ders that obstruct its course, and forming alternately shallow rapids and pools 
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of deep water" (Buller, 1888). The clean, well-oxygenated water in the turbu
lent stre:1ms that Bu ller described supports an abundance of invertebrate 
life that, in turn , supports the Blue Duck. T he food supply seems to be one 
factor res tricting the cluck to a certa in stream; the width of the stream another. 
Blue Ducks probably live permanently on ly on streams over I 0 fee t wide in 
places, although they certainly use smaller streams for feeding. 

·while difficult to find, the Blue Duck, with its patchy but wide distribu
tion, is fortunately in no immed iate danger of extinction. In the North Island, 
it inhabits mainly the mountain regions around Urewera and Tongariro 
National Parks. I spent most of my time in Urewera. On the South Island, 
the Blue Duck occurs throughout the western uplands, principally in Otago 
and Southland. Figure 5 shows the Blue Duck's recent distribution and all 
the sites where sub-fossil bones have been found (R. ]. Scarlett, pers. com
mun.). Three sites were middens of moa-hunting Polynesians, probably indi
cating that the early inhabitants of New Zealand ate these ducks but never 
commonly. Only one of the remaining sites, all in caves and potholes, lies 
within the bird's present range. i\Ir. Scarlett (pers. commun.), although he 
knows of no true fossil remains of the Blue Duck, believes that the genus 
has been confined to New Zealand for many thousands of years. 

We cannot assess the total number of Blue Ducks at the present time. 
The almost complete dependence of the species upon the streams and rivers 
of forested areas at any altitude and the bird's high degree of territoriality 
automatically restrict and localize the populations. Probably no more than 
one breeding pair occurs within each half mile of unmodified bush stream 
of suitable width. However, this vague estimate requires additional study 
and checking by banding groups of birds. New Zealand has thousands of 
acres of bush and many miles of seemingly suitable streams. 

Figure 2. The Blue Duck has a strong bluish sheen to its dark gray body. The breast is heavily 
spotted with reddish brown. And the distinctive bill is pinkish white with a black tip. Photo
graph by E. E. Jackson. 
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During the last century, the Blue Duck not only has disappeared from 
parts of its former range, but also is less common within its present range. 
Buller ( 1888) wrote that soldiers, engaged in the war of I 869-1871 against 
the :\faori Te Kooti, sometimes took 30 or -iO Blue Ducks in a day in Urewera 
country. I could not even see that number when I searched there in 1968. 
Phillips (1926) noted that the bird still lived on streams within 30 miles of 
Wellington; alas, this is no longer true. 

Although easy to capture and, therefore, at times slaughtered quite ruth
lessly, the Blue Duck's decline has undoubtedly been due more to the destruc
tion of its habitat than to killing. The clearing of land for agriculture defi
nitely expelled the birds from those areas (Guthrie-Smith, 1927). The cutting 
of the bush and letting in the sun altered the stream environment by warm
ing it and by increasing the possibility of flooding rains eroding exposed 
banks. Persistent flooding scours a stream bottom, produces silt which smoth
ers or washes away the insects upon which the ducks depend, and may mean 
that the stream, richer in soluble nutrients, carries less oxygen for future 
invertebrate colonizers. 

The acclimation of numerous mammals in a land that originally had 
only bats and seals has been disastrous for some of the native avifauna of 
New Zealand. The deer, by removing some of the native cover and trampling 
the soil, have probably been responsible for much of the erosion. Rats, stoats, 
weasels, and polecats, plus the fairly plentiful wild cats, dogs, and pigs, all 
take eggs from ground nests and many prey on ducklings and incubating 
females. The introduction of insectivorous birds, which feed on the adult 
stages of the Blue Duck's invertebrate food, may also have effected the Blue 
Duck's decline. And finally, since the 1870's, trout introduced in most of the 
lowland streams have, we suggest, competed directly with the Blue Duck for 
food (Kear and Burton, 1971). Although such competition is still only con
jectural, the birds live more commonly today on streams where the trout are 
scarce. 

TABLE i 

Weights of Adult Blue Ducks• 

Month Males Females 

February 1075 850 

April 800 .. 

May 755 680 .. 

July 

December 740 .. 

Average 890 750 

•In grams. 

• •captive birds. 
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Figure 3. One of the most characteristic features of the Blue Duck is the bill, in which the lateral 
flaps of the upper bill may protect the jaw during the bird's active search among the stones of 
rocky stream bottoms for the aquatic insects that comprise the bulk of its diet. Photograph by 
Graham Byford. 

Breeding Biology 
Breeding Season 

Male and female probably mate for life and defend their territory the 
year round. However, only preliminary studies of their social and sexual 
behavior have been made and there is no proof (Kear and Steel, 1971 ). Re
peated copulations in the spring seem to maintain the pair-bond and perhaps 
serve to synchronize the reproductive states of the pair. 

The breeding season extends over a long period- from August of one 
year to June of the next- suggesting that one pair may raise two broods a 
year (Travers, 1972). Guthrie-Smith (1927) supposed that the Blue Duck could 
begin nesting in August because the first broods appeared in September; and, 
indeed, Whitten (1972) reported a clutch of seven eggs, found north of 
Gisborne on 9 August 1971. We now have records of 20 nests with eggs, includ
ing two that I have seen; and we know the hatching dates for six of them 
('L<ble 2). 

From observations of ducklings whose ages could be estimated, it was 
deduced that, for most broods, hatching occurs in October. However, the first 
broods probably appear in August (Figure 6). Blackburn (1960) saw a pair 
with young about three weeks old, near Gisborne, on 8 September. At the 
other end of the long season, ducklings are not unusual in February and 
March, and we have one record (T. H . Steel, pers. commun.) of five- or six
weeks-old ducklings on the Waipoa Stream on I 0 April. The very latest record 
is of an adult with young, near Gisborne, on 10 June (Blackburn, 1956). 
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Figure 4. Typical habitat of the Blue Duck. The Waipoa Stream, North Island. Photograph by 
the author. 

Many of these broods were in the North Island, and while there are not 
enough data to say that the breeding season varies according to latitude and 
altitude, it seems likely that, in the colder regions of the South Island and in the 
high mountains of both islands, Blue Ducks breed over a more limited period. 
The timing of egg-laying has probably evolved in relation to food supply. First, 
the female must have sufficient food to enable her to produce half her body 
weight in the form of eggs in about one week; and, second, six weeks later, 
the ducklings must have an abundance of food for growth. Because the food 
supply varies (Kear and Burton, 1971 ), it seems likely that a pair of Blue Ducks 
produces, on the average, only one brood a year. Nest-building, egg-laying, 
and incubation occupy 40 to 45 days, and the juveniles apparently stay with 
their parents until they attain mature plumage at the age of five months. 

Nest Site 

The choice of nest site varies. In the wild, Blue Ducks select natural bur
rows (Figure 7). At Mount Bruce Native Bird Reserve, they used an artificial 
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burrow. However, the species is by no means an obligate hole-nester (Potts, 
1870; Buller, 1892). We have records of IS sites: one each in a hollow log and 
hollow tree trunk; two each in rocky clefts in a bank, on ledges of rock on a 
cliff face, among the roots of a fallen tree, under logs overgrown by grass, 
beneath a bush of mountain flax, and under a Carex clump; and four under 
large clumps of tussock grass. 

Normally, a canopy of vegetation prevents observation from above, as 
shown in a photograph by Howard (1963). The few exposed nests are relatively 
unaccessible as was the one on the cliff face, photographed by E. F. Stead 
(Oliver, 1955). Thus, the Blue Duck may select any site in the territory, usually 
well concealed but not necessarily so. Since three of the nests found in banks 
faced north, the sunny side, we may presume that the bird prefers warm, dry 
sites. There is no record of a Blue Duck nesting in an elevated tree site, such 
as the Astelia clumps favored by the New Zealand Grey Duck (Anas super
ciliosa), although Fulton (1908) stated that in North Canterbury Blue Ducks 
" ... may be found nesting in trees." 

Guthrie-Smith (1927) suggested that a pair may use the same site year 
after year, and this may well be true of successful sites. Since the recorded 
distances of Blue Ducks' nests from streams vary from a few feet to 30 yards, 
sudden rises in water level are a natural hazard. In the Urewera, one nest with 
eggs, only three and one-half feet above a stream, was undermined and washed 
away in December. 

The nest itself is shallow and filled with any material within reach of the 
female. One nest contained leaves of the sedge Uncinia, grass, and leaves of 
Tawa, Mahoe, and Rimu trees, plus bits of ferns and moss and was lined with 
a quantity of gray-blue down which appeared to be less fluffy than the down 
in the nests of other ducks. 

Eggs 
All the eggs seen were pale buff. A total of 48 (Schonwetter, 1960-1961; 

Oates, 1902; Canterbury and ·wellington Museums; original) measured an 
average of 65.1 X 45.,1 millimeters, with a range of 58.5-72.5 mm X 43.0-50.0 
mm. Four eggs, taken by Guthrie-Smith (1927), had a mean weight of 70.5 
grams; a calculated weight, based on the linear measurements of 12 eggs, was 
73 gm (Schonwetter, 1960-1961). Although no unincubated eggs were weighed 
during the present study, the average size given above indicates that a fresh 
weight of 73 gm would be typical. Compared to the weight of the adult female, 
750 gm (Table 1), the weight of a single egg is 9.7 per cent of the adult weight. 
Such a percentage is high for ducks in general- the egg of the Mallard (Anas 
platyrhynchos) represents 5.3 per cent of its body weight (Kear, 1965) and 
that of the Tufted Duck (Aythya fuligula) 6.7 per cent (Kear, 1970b). However, 
the relative size of the eggs is not unusual for New Zealand waterfowl. In the 
Brown Teal (Anas aucklandica chlorotis) the percentage is 10.5 and in the 
Scaup (Aythya novaezeelandiae) 9.0 per cent (Lack, 1968). 

Clutch Size 
The meager information on the clutch size, shown in Table 3, is based on 

13 nests either found in the wild and in museum collections or reported in 
the literature. The mean clutch size is 5.4 eggs and the most frequently occur
ring number is five. Oliver (1955) gave a clutch-size range of four to nine; 
Guthrie-Smith (1927) reported broods of nine young; and Mr. H. R. Roberts 
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Figure 5. The distribution of the Blue Duck in New Zealand. The areas, indicated by cross
hatching, show where the birds occur today -always in forests cut by fast-moving streams. The 
dark squares pinpoint sites where sub-fossil bones of the Blue Duck have been found. Note that 
there is only one dot within the present area of distribution. 

(pers. commun.) told me of one unusual brood with 10 ducklings. However, 
most broods number only three, four, or five. Five eggs is a small clutch for a 
dabbling duck- the Mallard lays 10 or 11 eggs on the average- but just 
as New Zealand waterfowl tend to lay larger eggs, they also tend to produce 
fewer of them. The average clutch of the Brown Teal is 6.0 eggs and that of 
the Scaup 5.4. 

The relatively small clutch size in these birds may reflect a low rate of 
predation. Many pressures, such as large food stores necessary for egg develop
ment, the time needed to lay a given number, and the greater ease of incu
bating fewer eggs, may favor a small clutch in any species. However, a small 
clutch is an advantage only when predator pressure is also low and enough 
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young will survive. On the other hand, larger eggs might make the smaller 
number necessary. Lack (1968) suggested that there may be a selection for 
larger eggs because the ducklings, if heavier at hatching, haYe a better chance 
of survi\·ing should feeding conditions be unfavorable. 

Incubation Period 

Eggs, collected and incubated artificially during the present study, 
hatched in 31 and 32 days, the last of the four ducklings appearing 36 hours 
after the first. Mr. C. R. Roderick (pers. commun.) thought that the incuba
tion period of eggs, hatched by birds in captivity at the i\Jount Bruce Native 
Bird Reserve, was 31 days. The majority of dabbling ducks, the Anatini, 
hatch in 25 to 28 days (Lack, 1968). Within this group the only incubation 
period comparable in length to the period of the Blue Duck is that of the 
Bronze-winged Duck (Anas specularis), a South American dabbling duck. 

Month 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

January 

TABLE 2 

Records of Blue Duck Nests with Eggs 

Number of nests 

7 

8 

2 

Hatching dates 

13, 17, 18 

8, 15 

24 

Only the female incubates. She leaves the nest to feed, drink, and bathe 
probably in the early morning and certainly just before darkness falls in the 
evening. The male accompanies her while she rapidly searches the shallow 
water for food, and they call softly to one another most of the time. After 
about 45 minutes, he escorts her back to the nest. It is at this time that one 
finds the nest most easily; the birds, if unaware of the human observer, simply 
lead one to it. The drake spends the night some distance away from the nest on 
a boulder in the middle of the river. During the day, he is hidden beneath an 
overhanging bank or a log (Steel, 1970; Kear and Steel, 1971 ), and the only 
indications of his presence on the territory at this time are gritty brown drop
pings splashed on the rocks. 

Young 

As I already noted, hatching commonly occurs in October and November 
(Figure 6). According to Steel (pers. commun.) one brood remained in the nest 
for 43 hours before traveling to the stream in the early morning. During that 
period, the male visited the nest frequently and was present when they went 
to the water. Unlike many duck species (Kear, l970a), the Blue Duck male 
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shares in the care of the young. IIoweYer, the ducklings' food and anti-preda
tor displays, inconspicuous in both parents, are apparently unnecessary (Kear 
and Steel, 1971). 

At hatching, the four captive ducklings averaged 45.5 gm, some 14 gm 
more than newly hatched Mallards. A peculiarity of the Blue Duck is a sug
gested sex-linked color difference in the spotting on the back which is chestnut 
in male ducklings and fawn-colored in females (Pengelly and Kear, 1970). We 
do not understand the significance of the difference and consider it quite 
surprising since in coloration the sexes of the adults are indistinguishable. 

The ducklings' development in feathering, weight, and bill length was 
slower than that in species breeding at higher latitudes. The ducklings did 
not acquire their full juvenal plumage until they were eight weeks old and 
took their first flights when between I 0 and II weeks old (Pengelly and Kear, 
1970), a fledging period that is long even for ducks of the warm temperate 
regions (Lack, 1968, Appendix 16). Lack's suggestion (1968) that, in many 
birds, the fledging period is strongly correlated with the length of the incu
bation period seems to be true in the Blue Duck. 

The young Blue Ducks stayed in the rather dull gray and brown juvenal 
plumage until they were five months old. Even then, some signs of imma
turity remained. The bill changed more gradually from light blue to white, 
and the eyes from dark brown to golden yellow. The young birds seem to 
stay in the territory of the parents. We do not know how the family eventually 
breaks up. Possibly the adults chase away the young when they attain a mature 
plumage, and thus appear to be potential rivals. 

Where the young birds go, how far they migrate, and how they find mates 
and territories of their own are still unanswered questions. Their long-range 
flying ability is probably good, but being tame they appear reluctant to take 
off. Once on the wing they are strong, swift flyers. The wing-beats of the adults 
were timed from motion picture film at eight completed strokes per second, 
or 480 per minute. This is faster than the 300 per minute obtained by Mein
ertzhagen (1955) for several Anas ducks, but slower than the 12 beats per 
second recorded by Johnsgard (1966) for the Torrent Duck (Merganetta 
armata). 

The slow growth rate and the lengthy period of parental care, which 
probably evolved in relation to a limited amount of available food, have a 
selective advantage in that the species is able to make wide use of the avail
able habitat. However, the slower growth means that the young are helpless 
and subject to predation over a longer period. In the Blue Duck, the relatively 
slow development presumably also evolved in association with a general lack 
of predators in New Zealand. The flightless ground rails (Gallirallus), now 
much reduced in range, may have taken a few eggs in the past. The Bush 
Hawk (Falco novaeseelandiae), Harrier (Circus approximans), and some of 
the gulls (Larus) may prey on very young birds. And circumstantial evidence 
suggests that the larger eels occasionally feast on ducklings. The white belly 
and dark upper parts of the ducklings could indicate some necessity for cam
ouflage from beneath, but the significance of the downy plumage pattern is 
obscure. In view of the supposed low level of predation, it is also puzzling 
that both the juvenal and adult plumages are so cryptic and that the birds 
are very difficult to spot until they call- which they almost always do. 
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Slow development imposes certain restnrtwns on a species rearing its 
young in such a hazardous place as a mountain torrent. Although the duck
lings usually come to little harm when moving downstream with the current, 
they sometimes ha\·e to go ashore and walk back to the top of the territory 
again. Until they are well grown and can fly, leading them and keeping them 
together in swift water and on the steep banks may be the principal value of 
dual parental care. Occasionally, ducklings are swept away oyer waterfalls, 
and for this reason and various others, the size of the broods declines with age. 

I determined the diet of the ducklings only from an analysis of two sam
ples of droppings. Three-day-old ducklings ate caddis fly larvae, stone fly and 
mayfly nymphs, and chironomid larvae. We also found parts of an adult fly, 
an adult beetle, and a mite (Kear and Burton, 1971). The droppings from 
14-day-old ducklings contained similar items with a greater proportion of 
caddis flies, especially the species Olinga, the larvae of which inhabit a horny 
case. 

Since ducklings need food more often than adult birds, a typical family 
party consists of offspring bobbing and dipping beneath the water and dash
ing across the surface while their parents float placidly nearby. The adults' 
feeding activity is greatest in the early morning and late afternoon. Their 
summer diet, all that we have investigated so far (Kear and Burton, 1971), 
consists of both case-living and free-living caddis fly larvae, other aquatic 
nymphs, and algae, and, for a short time, caddis fly pupae. This diet must 
change with the seasons because, so far as we know, all New Zealand caddis 
flies, except Olinga, take a year to complete their cycle and the larvae are 
more plentiful, though smaller, in mid-summer than in winter. 

JAN 

-----
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/ 
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I 
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I 
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Eggs 

Ducklings 

Wing moult 

Body moult 

Figure 6. The annual cycle of the Blue Duck. The white bar shows eggs; the light gray, duck
lings; the dark gray, wing molt; and the black, body molt. The dotted extensions are the ex
tremes. Question marks beside the dark gray and black bars mean that the timing is only 
conjectural. 
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Figure 7. The Blue Duck usually nests in natural cavities, often in a tree as shown here, but 
sometimes in a hollow log, on ledges of rocky cliffs, beneath bushes, in shallow cavities in banks, 
among the roots of a fallen tree, and under large clumps of tussock grass. Photograph by A. J. 
Whitten. 

Molt 

The time of the wing molt in breeding birds is uncertain. There are no 
records of broods with flightless parents. In captivity, at Mount Bruce, the 
unsuccessful breeders dropped their primaries in late November and could 
fly again by mid-December (Figure 6), the female of the pair beginning her 
molt before the male. At Slimbridge, England, an unmated captive drake 
molted in early July, roughly the equivalent of January in New Zealand. At 
Gisborne, New Zealand, a captive female was in full wing molt when she died 
in May, indicating that the species can lose its feathers at almost any time 
although this bird's molt may not have been normal. We know even less about 
the timing of the second body molt which is common to all ducks (Delacour, 
I 956) and during which many species assume breeding plumage. The only 
evidence of this was in an adult male which acquired new contour feathers 
in February while still retaining his flight feathers. 

Changes in body weight throughout the year are probably normal once 
the bird is mature. For the moment there are too few data for definite state
ments. Table I lists the weights of I3 captive or wild Blue Ducks. 
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Taxonomic RelationshijJs 

The taxonomic position of the Blue Duck is clouded. Delacour and i\Jayr 
(1945) suggested that the species might be an aberrant Anas. Delacour (1956) 
placed it tentatively with the dabbling ducks (Anatini) and J ohnsgard (1965) 
followed this classification. There is now additional information on a number 
of characters. 

For instance, the bony bulla of the male's syrinx is asymmetrical (Figure 
8). Also, the Blue Duck has a tracheal tube of uniform diameter and a bulla 
that is evenly ossified and spherical in shape. Its general configuration resem
bles that of many dabbling ducks (Anatini), perching ducks (Cairinini, in
cluding the Torrent Duck, Merganetta), shelducks (Tadornini), and even 
eiders (Somateria) and the Harlequin Duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) accord
ing to Johnsgard (1961), but is particularly like the bulla of the Chiloe Wid
geon (Anas sibilatrix) and North American Wood Duck (Aix sponsa). The 
bulla is larger and not as left-sided as that of Hartlaub's Duck (Pteronetta) a 
perching duck, sometimes called Cairina hartlaubi), nor as oval as that of 
the African Black Duck (Anas sparsa). The large size of the bulla is probably 
correlated with the very strong territorial whistle of the male. 

Number of nests 

Number of eggs 

TABLE 3 

Clutch Size of the Blue Duck 

2 

4 

7 

5 

2 

6 7 8 

The simple voice of the duckling, especially the distress call, provides 
taxonomic clues (Kear, 1968) since, at this age, related species usually sound 
alike and unrelated ones do n'ot. Figure 4 shows a sonogram tracing of the cry 
of an isolated duckling. The shape of the individual note is not unlike that 
of Hartlaub's Duck; it is also like that of the Mallard and a number of similar 
dabbling ducks such as the Yellow-billed Duck (Anas undulata), Grey Duck 
(A. superciliosa), Chestnut Teal (A. castanea), and even the Bronze-winged 
Duck (A. specularis) and the Crested Duck (Lophonetta = A. specularioides). 
The rate of performance is slow, the call being rendered at about three notes 
per second. The Yellow-billed Duck (A. undulata) and Mallard (A. platyrhyn
chos) have four; the Bronze-winged Duck (A. specularis) and Grey Duck (A. 
superciliosa) have five; the Chestnut Teal (A. castanea) and Hartlaub's Duck 
(Pteronetta) have six; and the Crested Duck (Lophonetta) has six and a half. 
The note of the Blue Duck chick (Figure 9), resonated at just below four kilo
cycles per second, is slightly lower than the Anas species listed above. But only 
the shape of the note is considered significant in classification (Kear, 1968); 
the size of the duckling probably determines the speed and frequency, at least 
within any group such as the dabbling ducks. 

In color the Blue Duck downy young are unusual: black, white, and 
ginger, with the black suffused with a metallic green sheen (Pengelly and Kear, 
1970). In patterning, however, they r-esemble the young of other dabbling and 
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perching rlucks, and they do have the typical dorsal spotting despite state
ments to the contrary (Delacour, 1956; Johnsgard, 1965). The vertical dark 
stripe running from the eye to the crown is unusual, being found in the downy 
young of only two other species- the lorrent Duck (Merganctta) and the 
Black-headed Duck (Heteronetta atricapilla). 

The Blue Duck's virtual lack of a wing speculum and the presence of the 
black edging on the innermost secondaries are unique features among the 
Anatini. But, as Johnsgard (1965) pointed out, black margins also occur on 
two similar feathers on the wing of Pteronetta where there is no speculum at 
all - not even the white border found in the Blue Duck. The black lines 
may assist in the imprinting of young on their parents since such lines would 
be particularly conspicuous to a duckling following an adult. No one has 
investigated this as yet. 

The Blue Duck's social behavior again shows similarities to different duck 
groups. Its preflight signal is more like the Chin-lifting of Tadorna, Pteron
etta, and some Aythya than the Neck-jerking and Head-shaking of most dab
bling ducks (Kear and Steel, 1971). Its system of shared parental care seems 
to be a "primitive" feature in waterfowl that does not occur in diving ducks 
but is present in a few Anatini and Cairini such as Anas specularis, A. sparsa, 
A. sibilatrix, Merganetta, and Pteronetta (Kear, 1970a). The Blue Ducks give 
Head-bobbing, as is typical of all dabbling ducks, in the precopulatory situa
tion with occasionally an intense bathing display by the female, perhaps like 
that described by Johnsgard (1965) for Anas sparsa. The male may touch the 
female on the back, as in Aix sponsa and Anas sparsa, yet after copulation he 
does not Bridle or Nod-swim as do most Anas males, but merely assumes a 
slightly erect posture not typical of any other species (Kear and Steel, 1971). 

Biochemical studies sometimes reveal evolutionary relationships. How
ever, in the case of the Blue Duck, Mr. A. H. Brush (pers. commun.) found 
the electrophoretic profiles of its feather proteins unique and unlike those 
in any other dabbling duck, all of which tend to be rather similar. On 
the other hand, Miss S. A. Stewart (pers. commun.), in a preliminary analysis 
of egg-white proteins, finds the Blue Duck closer to Anas specularis than to 
A. platyrhynchos, Aythya, or Aix, and only more distantly related to Tadorna. 

Figure 8. The trachael bulla of the Blue Duck. Note that it is spherical and asymetrical. For 
comparison with those in other ducks, see Johnsgard (1961). 
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Figure 9. A sonogram tracing of the distress call of a young Blue Duck. Time on the horizontal 
scale equals one second; frequency on the vertical scale is 50-8,000 cycles per second. For compari
son with the calls of other young ducks, see Kear (1968). 

For the moment we should best think of the Blue Duck as deriving from 
an early stage in the evolution of the dabbling ducks from their perching, 
duck-like ancestors. It shows, perhaps, the greatest similarity to Pteronetta and 
Anassparsa-respectively considered by Johnsgard (1965) as a possible link 
between perching and dabbling ducks and the most generalized Anas
although in a number of features it is different from both those species. 

A banded population could provide excellr·'t opportunity for studies of 
longevity, faithfulness to a particular mate, the 1-'ossibility of double broods, 
and year-round defense of territory. Even though the population is small, one 
might investigate the significance of territory and test a number of hypotheses 
by manipulating its size or the food supply. The bird itself is so tame and 
easily caught, and the territory boundaries so clearly marked that the incon
venience of a remote study area might not be a disadvantage. Probably the 
security of this unique bird depends on the inaccessibility of its habitat. 

Summary 

I have reviewed the breeding biology of the Blue Duck (Hymenolaimus 
malacorhynchos), a species that has decreased in numbers over the last century 
and is now limited to remote mountain streams in New Zealand. The most 
important factors contributing to its decline include habitat destruction and 
the introduction of predators and possible food competitors. 

Nesting occurs mostly in September, October, and November, but the 
breeding season extends over more than half the year. While the choice of 
nest site varies, it is most frequently in a river bank and well hidden. As in 
many New Zealand ducks, the egg, at 73 gm, is relatively large and the clutch 
of five relatively small. The female alone incubates for 31 to 32 days and the 
ducklings' growth is slow. They do not fly until they are about 10 weeks old. 

A discussion of the species' taxonomic relationship, with reference to the 
tracheal bulla, plumage characters, duckling voice and pattern, and social 
display, leads to the conclusion that the Blue Duck shows affinities with the 
perching ducks (Cairini) and the dabbling ducks (Anatini) and, for the 
moment, belongs with the dabbling ducks. 
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INVERTEBRATE FOOD SUPPLIES AND DIET OF BLUE DUCK ON 
RIVERS IN TWO REGIONS OF THE NORTH ISLAND, 
NEW ZEALAND 
Summary: Benthic invertebrates and samples or blue duck faeces were collected in September 19S8 from sites 
ulong Manganuiateao River, central North Island, and in November 1988 from seven rivors and streams on the East 
Cape. The occurrence of invertebrate taxa in the faeces varied within and between rivers, and within pail's of birds 
and family groups on the East Cape. In both regions, most blue duck had been consuming large proportions of 
cased caddisfly larvae. These are thought to have been mainly species of Helicopsyche and Pycnocentrodes at the 
East Cape sites and B~raeopura I'Oria at the Manganuiateao sites, Plecoptera larvae were also relatively abundant 
in blue duck f~.teces from most Manganuiateao sites in September. Overall, blue duck consumed proportionately 
more cased caddisfly lar.•ae than occurred in the benthos (especially at the East Cape sites), but fewer 
Chironomidae, Coloburlscus 'humera/is and leptophlebiid mayfly (mainly Delearidium spp.) larvae. Factors that 
affect the type of invertebrate foods available to blue duck at a particular site could include habitat heterogeneity, 
chance encounter, frequency and magnitude of floods, and geographic differences in the pool of invertebrate 
colonists. Apparent selectivity or avoidance of some benthic invertebrate groups by blue duck may pattly reflect 
predator evasion by fast-moving invertebrate specJes. and differences in activity and distribution on upper stone 
surfaces where invertebrates should be more susceptible to predation by blue duck. 

Keywords: blue duck; Hymenolaimus malacorhynchos; aquatic invertebrates; predation; faecal analysis; North 
Island: New Zealand. 

Introduction 
The endemic blue duck (Hymenolaimus 
malacorhynchos (Omelin, 1789)) is believed to have 
been widespread on rivers in New Zealand in pre
human rimes (Robertson, 198~), but populations are 
now largely restricted to forested, upland catchments in 
the central North Island and west coast of the South 
Island (Fordyce, 1976). Reasons for this decline are 
thought to include changes in land use, modifications to 
river flow regimes, and predation by introduced 
mammals (Fordyce and Tunnic!iffe, 1973; Williams, ill 
JJI"ess). Kear (1972) suggested that changes in food 
resources through the feeding activities of introduced 
insectivorous bil'ds and salmonids may also have 
detrimentally affected blue duck. 

Aquatic invertebrates are the maln foods of blue 
.luck (Kear and Burton, 1971), and these are gleaned 
primarily from rocks in shallow water with moderate to 
tu.st current velocities (Veltman and Williams, 1990). 
Invertebrates are removed from stones with a bill that 

Fordyce and 'tunniciiffe, 1973: Eldridge, 1986: 
Veltman and Williams, 1990). Work: on the 
Manganuiateao River. central North Island, has shown 
that most diurnal feeding occurs close to the edges of 
riffles in the early morning and late afternoon in late 
summer and autumn, and throughout the day during 
winter, spring and early summer (Eldridge. 1986; 
Veltman and Williams, 1990). 

Kcar a.nd Burton ( 1971) described the content of 
several blue duck faecal deposits. but no quantitative 
data have yet been published on diet and food supplies. 
I investigated the composition of aquatic invertebrate 
communities and blue duck dlot on rivers in two regions 
of the North Island. My aim was to obtain quantitative 
data on diet at a variety of sites and to evaluate 
selectivity of benthic Invertebrate prey In each region. I 
also collected some invertebrate samples from sites that 
did not support blue duck to see if the composition of 
benthic invertebrate faunas there differed from those 
sites with blue duck. 

tapers towards the end and has a pair of soft, black flaps Methods 
on each mandible (Kear and Burton, 1971 ). Blue duck 
can also feed on invertebrates by diving in deeper water Study area 
~nd by grazing from emergent boulders, and they Samples were collected from the middle section of 
tl!.:Ca>ionally take adult insects from the water surface Manganuiateao River and its tributary Mangaturuturu 
•md drifting larvae from the water column (Craig, 1974; River, central North Island. and from seven rivers and 

·· ~~ ~ ·Zealand Journal of Eco{Qgy ( 1991) 15(2 ): 131-138 ©New Zealand Ecological Society 
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streams on the East Cape (Fig. 1 ). Both regions have 
similar mean annual precipitation (2000-2500 mm) and 
soils (predominantly steepland yellow-brown earths and 
yellow-brown pumice soils) underlain by sedimentary 
rocks (McLintock, 1960; Gibbs, 1980; Molloy, 1988). 
Manganuiateao River (Fig. I) originates on the western 
flank of Mt Ruapehu and flows for 80 km in a south· 
westerly direction into Whanganui River. Most 
samples at this site were taken from a 2.5 km-long 
stretch of river that started 27 km below the mountain 
source, In lts upper reaches, Manganuiateao River and 
its tributaries dtaln an exten~ive area of indigenous 
forest of beech (Nothofagus solandrl var. diffortoid~s 

r 
i 

c 

Figure 1: Lo,·ation of sampling .~ites lA! In tilt Nonh 1.1/and of 
Ni!w Zealand; (B) East Cape and (C) Manganuiateao Rlvtr. 
Set ftxt for site names. 

(Hook. f.) Poole and N. ml!m:iesii (Hook. f.) Oerst) and 
podocarps (including Phy!locladus a/pinus Hook. f. and 
Libocedrus bid~ovillil Hook. f.). Around the study area 
the land was mostly in pasture and scrub. but a thin, 
semi·continuous strip of trees (consisting mostly of the 
exotic silver w<~ttle Acacia d~afbata Link., N. fuse a 
(Hook. f.) Oerst and angiosperms such as Bei/schmiedia 
rawa (A. Cunn.) Kirk, Knight/a q.xccil·u R. Br. and 
Melic;.•tus ramiflorus J.R. & G. Forst.) grew along much 

4 .4 A ,i#,¥M 

of the river section studied. 
The Manganuiateao River flows through a series of 

stable pools and riffles and the substrate is 
predominantly large (>26cm diameter), rounded 
boulders of andesite. Of the 11 Mang;anuiateao 
sampling sites (Fig. 1), one (MO) was on 
Mangaturuturu River just before its confluence with 
Manganuiateao River. and eight (Ml-M8) were on the 
main channel above Ruatiti Domain (adjacent to M9; 
see Fig. 1), which represents the approximate 
downstream limit of blue duck distribution on 
Manganuiateao River (Williams, in press). 

The 12 East Cape sites (Fig. 1) were on seven 
rivers and streams that drained steeplands and foothill~ 
of Raukumara Range. Flow at most sites was in a 
nonherly direction, and large areas of pasture were 
present in some catchments. although scrub or 
indigenous forest was present alongside most sampling 
sites. The substrate at Waikohu River (W), Opato River 
(0) and Moanui Stream (MS) was predominantly 
boulders, whereas Koranga (K), Nga Upoko Tangata 
(N) and Whitikau (WH) Rivers had boulders and 
bedrock interspersed with cobbles (6-26cm diameter) 
and gravels (0.2-6cm diameter). In contrast, substrate at 
the Takaputahi (T) sites wa$ mainly well soned cobbles 
and ~ravels. 

Faecal and/or benthic invertebrate samples were 
taken from the Manganuiateao sites in the spring (4-6 
September) and from the East Cape sites in the early 
summer (21- 2~ November) of 1988. Four sites (M9, 
M 10, K, W: see Fig. 1) did not suppon blue duck at the 
time of sampling, so only benthic samples were taken 
from those sites. Similarly, benthic samples only were 
collected from MG and M? (both within blue duck 
territories) because faecal deposits could not be located. 
Most faecal samples were collected as they were 
encountered while $earching for birds down rivers~ As a 
result, samples were taken from most blue duck · · 
territories on a section of river, and analyses should, 
therefore, be representative of blue duck populations on 
the sections of river visited, 

Invertebrate sampling 
Where possible. benthic invertebrate samples wore 
taken from shallow CO.l-0.5 m) riffles (the main feeding 
areas of blue duck) near where faeces were found. The 
two benthic samples collected from site 0 were pooled 
for analysis because they were collected upstream and 
downstream of the site where faecal deposits were 
obtained. 

Because the occuTTence of ~ome aquatic 
invertebrate~ on upper surfaces of stones (i.e., those 
surfaces probably most accessible to blue duck) can 
vary depending on time of day and several 
environmental variables (Elliott. 1968; Pierce, 1986; 
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Death, 1988), invertebrates 
substrate surfaces. This wa~ 
and brushing stones upstret\· 
mm mesh) in a similar rnan: 
efficiency at all $ites in eacl· 
comparable Information on 
invertebrate taxa. Samples 
in 70% isopropyl alcohol.~ 
passed through l mm and C 
Invertebrates retained by th 
o1.1t on a white tray. and rna 
mesh sieve was sorted at I ( 
Invertebrates were identlfi~ 
microscope using the key (' 
(1981). 

Faecal analyses 
Where pouible. fresh (moi 
from emergent rocks and 1, 
East Cape samples, from r 
before banding. Developn· 
juvenile) and sexes of bird 
recorded, enabling the diet 
presumably fed in the san1 
compared. Where several 
from unknown birds were 
site (i.e., those from Ml·~ 
pooled for analysis. Faece 
70% isopropyl alcobol fo\1 

In the laboratory, fae, 
magnetic stirrer and bu!J<e . 
deposits from l<nown bird~ 
fractions 0!2 ·1/16) using 
Subsamp1es obtained in !h 
representing 46-592 inver 
whereas analyses of whoh 
yielded 7-86 individuals. 
to digestion and diagnosti· 
heads, mandibles, clyper;~. 
identified and counted at~ 
Identifications were madl' 
photos of prepared slide!i. 
the total sample were ca\l 
equations. Use of diagno· 
analyst to focus on specil 
sorting, and reduced the 1 
overlooking fragments (I. 
Mas~ey University, pers. 

The Leptophlebiida• 
prodominantly of Dtleati 
included Au5troc/ima SPI 
Peters and Zepitltbia spp 
contained mo.~tly larvae ' 
(Mclachlan). Cased cad' 
(the ''BCP" group) cornp 
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Death, 1988), Invertebrates were collected from all 
substrate surfaces. This was achieved by tumlng over 
and brushing stones upstream of a triangular net (0.5 
mm mesh) in a similar manner and with similar 
efficiency at all sites In each region to provide 
comparable information on the relative abundance of 
invertebrate taxa. Samples were preserved immediately 
in 70% isopropyl alcohol, and in the laboratory were 
passed through 1 mm and 0.43 mm mesh sieves. 
Invertebrates retained by the I mm sieve were picked 
out on a white tray, and material caught by the finer 
mesh sieve was sorted nt lOx magnification. All 
invertebrates were Identified under a binocular 
microscope using the key ofWinterboum and Gregson 
(1981). 

Faecal analyses 

Where possible. fre~h (moist) faeces were collected 
from emergent rocks and logs on rivers. or, for most 
East Cupe samples. from bags in which birds were held 
before banding. Developmental stages (i.e., adult or 
juvenile) and sexes of birds that defecated in bags were 
recorded, enabling the diet of different bird~ that had 
presumably fed In the same stretch of river to bl3 
compared. Where several faecal deposits (up to three) 
from unknown birds were collected, samples from each 
site (i.e., those from Ml -M6, M8, MS or 0) were 
pooled for analysis . Faeces were fro?.en or preserved in 
70% igopropyl alcohol following collection. 

In the laboratory, faeces were dispersed with a 
magnetic stimr and bulked samples or large single 
deposits from known birds were split into convenient 
t'ractiong ( 1/2 -1/16) using a Folsom-type splitter. 
Subsamplos obtained in this way contained fragments 
representing 46-.592 invertebrates of different specie~. 
whereas analyses of whole (small) faecal deposit~ 
yielded 7-86 individuals. Fragments that were resistant 
to digestion and diagnostic of invertebrate taxa (whole 
heads, mandibles, clypera, terminal segments) were 
identified and counted at 8·64x magnification. 
Identifications were made from preserved material and 
photos of prepared slides, and numbers of individuals in 
the total sample were calculated using appropriate 
equations. Use of diagnostic fragments enabled the 
analyst to focuR on specific search images during 
sorting, and r~duced the possibility of misclassifying or 
overlooking fragments (I, Henderson and C. Veltman, 
Mas~ey University, p~rs. ''omm.). 

The I.eptophlebiidae group was made up 
predominantly of De/ealldium spp .. and also probably 
included AustroclimQ spp .. Mauiulus luma Towns & 
Peters and Zephlebia spp. The Hydropsy,•hidae 
contail')ed mostly larvae of Aot!!apsych~: c:o/(!nica 
(McLachlan). Cased caddisflies could be separated into 
(the "BCP' ' group) comprised of Berartoptera roria 
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Mosely/Confluens hamilton/ (Tillyard)/Pycnocentria 
spp., and 0/ingaferedayi (Mci.ach1an), Pycnocentrodes 
spp., or Helicopsyche spp. on the basis of whole heads 
or clypera, However, unlike the other groups, this high 
taxonomic resolution was not possible on the basis of 
mandibles alone (1. Henderson and C. Veltman, Massey 
University, ptrs. comm.). Thus, information obtained 
from heads nnd clypera was used when comparing sites 
based on the presence or absence of invertebrate taxa in 
faeces for O.feredayi, Pycnocentrodes spp .• 
Helicopsyche spp. and the BCP group, but these groups 
were combined into cased caddist1les when relative 
11bundance was being considered. 

l<ey fragments that could not be assigned to any of 
the taxonomic groups in Table I were designated as 
''Other" and were not Included in subsequent data 
analysis. "Other" taxa recorded in faeces were 
unidentified Coleoptera (0.7 and 4% of total 
invertebrates at sites M3 and M2, respectively), and 
adult Tipulidae (0.2% at site M5). Some fileces from 
blue duck on Manganuiateao Rlver also contained 
clumps of filamentous algae (particulary faeces from 
M3 and M6) which were still green, but these were not 
q uantifled. 

Results 
Composition of faeces and benthos 
Of the 15 sites from which faeces were collected 
(combining faecal data from all birds), fragments of 
Pycnocentl'odes spp. and Leptophleblidae were found at 
13 sites, Helicopsyche spp. and Hydroblosidae at 12 
sites, and the BCP group at 11 sites. These taxa were 
also found in all benthic samples frorn the same 15 sites 
and comprised 0.3-60% of the total invertebrate fauna 
in them. Leptophlebiidae and Hydrobiosidae comprised 
up to 36% and 7%, respectively, of invertebrates in 
faeces, whereas cased caddistlies comprised up to 100% 
of the faeces , and were relatively abundant in mo~;t 
samples (Table 1). Based on information provided by 
whole heads and clypera in the faeces or relative 
abundanc~Ss of lnvenebrates in the benthos, 
Helicopsythe and Py,·nocemrodes species probably 
made up most of the cased caddis flies in faeces from the 
East Cnpe sites in November, whereas larvae of B. roria 
wen: probably the dominant cased caddisfly in faeces 

. from the Manganuiateao sites in September. 
Chironornidae ( 1-35%) and Plecoptera ( 1·43%) 

were found in all faecal samples and corresponding 
bemhic samples (9·40% and 2· 19%, respectively) from 
Manganuiateao River. These t~xa were recorded ln 
faeces at only one or two of the East Cape sites (Table 
I), even though they occurred in all benthic samples 
there. Hydropsychidae comprised a small proportion 
(0-3%) of the faeces at most Manganulateao sites, 
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Table 1: Abundanct dasses of lnvtn~bratf/ raxa found In faecal sampl~s from the Manganuiareao and East Capt sltes. For 
stafiq/sex abbr~viations. A'" Adult,/"' JuYtnlle , m = male.j .. f(ma/t- . For T2J,fa!cesfrom male andfemalejuvl!nt/e birds 
Wfrf! combined. F~,n·af samples represtnr single deposlt.r (all N, T and WH samples) or up to 3 p9oled dtposlts (all 
Manganuiatfao sitts, 0, MS). For abtmdan,·e clasSts: 6=>50% oflndivlduals in faeces, .s .. zo-49.9%, 4~10-19.9%, .bS-9.9%, 
2•2-4.9%, f.,.>0-1.9%.- .. nvtrecordi!d. 

Mansanuiale&a River 
Site M M M M M M 

I 2 3 4 s 6 
Stage/sex 

Leptophlebiidae 4 2 2 4 
Co/oburiscus humeralls l 2 - . I 
Nnam~l~tus sp. 2 . 2 2 1 1 
Plccoptera 4 s 4 4 2 3 
Hydrobloaidae l I . 1 I 2 
Hydropsychidae 1 2 . 2 
Oxyethlra albicf:ps 
Cased caddisfly 6 2 s 6 6 6 
Chironcmidae 2 1 ~ 2 3 2 
Aphrophlla rJeozelandica - I 
E1midAe 5 . 2 
Archicl!autlodes diver sus - l 
Hydmeni!idae - I 

although at MS they made up 47% of total invertebrates 
in the faeces but only 2% of the benthic fauna. 
Similarly, Elrnidne comprised <4% of the faeces at most 
Mangnnuiateao sites except for M2 where they made up 
40% (and where !!.lmo~t all Elmidae were adults) of 
Invertebrates in the faeces , but only 0.3% (all of which 
were larvae) of the benthos. 

Classification of sites 

Sites within each r~gion were clustered according to the 
presence or absence of invertebrate taxa in the faeces or 
benthoR using Ward's linkage method and relative 
Euclidean distance measure (Fig. 2). Dendrograms 
were interpreted at the arbitrary level ()f 3 or 4 clusters. 

All Manganuiateao sites sampled in September 
occurred in Cluster A (Fig. 2A). Though possibly due 
to differences in sampl\ng month, this dichotomy 
probably reflects geogr11ph!c differences as many 
species of the New Zealand aquatic invertebrate fauna 
have non-seaRonalllfe cycles and arc likely to be 
preRent at all time~ of year (Towns, 1981 ~ Winterbourn, 
Rounick and Cowie, 1981; Boothroyd, 1987). Cluster B 
included most East Cape Kites that supported blue duck, 
but not Tl which had fewer taxa (21) than the other East 
Cape sitos (24-33) , and occurred in Cluster A. Cluster 
C included the two East Cape sltes (Wand K) that did 
not support blue duck. but the Manganuiateao sites 
without blue duck (M9 and MIO) were not distinguished 
from the other Mangnnuiateao sites on the basis of 
presence or absence of benthic invertebrate taxa. 

Pour faecal clusters were di8tinguished (Fig. 2B). 
Cluster D comnined five of the seven Manganuiateao 

East Cape 
M N T T T WHWHWHWHY,.'HWHWHWHWH 0 MS 
8 2 2 2 1 I 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 

Am Am Af J Am A£ Am Am Af Jm If Am Af 
1 5 2 3 2 l 3 - - 1 1 1 . 2 - 2 
2 - 1 
I 4 I . 1 - I 
1 2 . l 1 
3 2 . 1 I 1 2 - 1 
5 2 I 

2 l . 2 1 
1 6 6 6 6 IS 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 
~ - . 6 
4 1 . I 
1 2 - 2 2 -. 2 - . I 

sites and, therefore, reflected to some degree the 
apparent geogruphic separation of the benthic samples. 
Unlike samples from these Manganuiateao sites, 
fragments of C. humeralls and Elmidae larvae were not 
recorded ln faeces from M4 and MS. These sites were 
incorporated.into Cluster E, along with several East 
Cape sites (Fig. 2B). The ecological basis behind 
Clusters E, F and G is unclear, and did not seem to be 
related to family group, sex or developmental stage of 
birds. An adult male at WH2 had been feeding 
exclusively on cased caddisfly larvae (most appeared to 
bo Hellcopsyche), and was the main outlier in the faecal 
cluster analysis (Fig. 2B). 

Prey selection 
Relative abundances of taxa recorded in the faeces (all 
birds at any site combined) or corresponding benthic 
samples in each region were averaged and used to 
calculate Ivlev's Electivity Index (D) which ranges up 
to 1 for positive selection and down to -1 for negative 
selection (Jacobs, 1974). Only those taxa that 
comprised ~5% of the benthos or faeces at the East 
Cape or Manganuiateao gites were considered. 
Electivitv indicies indicated that, overall, blue duck 
con~umed Leptophlebiidae, C. h1tmeralis and 
Chironomldae in lower proportions than they occurred 
in benthic samples in both regions (Pig. 3). In contrast, 
cased caddistlies were consumed in grr:ater proportions 
than in benthic samples (particularly at the East Cape 
sites; Fig. 3), and overall comprised a major proportion 
numerically (>50% of individuals in faeces) of blue 
duck diet In both regions. Apparent preferences for 
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Hydropsychidae and Elmidae larvae in Manganuiateao 
River mainly reflected high relative abundances of these 
taxa in faeces of blue duck from only one site (Table 1). 

Discussion 

Diet of blue duck 
In addition to the 13 invertebrate tax.e. reported here, 
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blue duck are also known to eat water mites, larvae of 
aquatic Muscidae and Blephariceridae (Diptera), 
possibly freshwater crayfish (Paranephrops spp.), 
Myriopoda and adults of several aquatic insect taxa 
(Craig, 1974; Kear and Burton, 1971; Williams, 1989). 
Most blue duck faeces collected in my study contained 
large proportions of cased caddisfly larvae, supporting 
observations on other rivers in September to December 
(Kear and Burton, 1971) that cased caddid1ies can be a 
laree component of blue duck d.iet. Harding ( 1990) 
found that blue duck in Arthur's Pass also consumed 
large numbers of berries from riparian shrubs in 
autumn, ind.lcating that they aro capable of exploiting 
other temporally abundant food resources. 

The occurrence of invertebrate taxa in different 
faecal samples varied considerably between and within 
river systems, and this variability may partly reflect 
heterogenous d-Istribution of the invertebrate prey. 
Factor~ that influence the distribution of benthic 
invertebrates include differences in substrate 
characteristics (size, depth and roughness), current 
velocity, and the availability of food resources 
(Hawkins and Sedell, 1981; Statzner, Gore and Resh, 
1988; Jowett and Richardson. 1990). 

Geographic location can also affect the 
composition of benthic Invertebrate communities 
(Winterboum, 1981), and this was reflected in my study 
by some apparent homogeneity within regions in the 
bend1os and diet of blue duck, This suggests that the 
consumption of taxa by blue duck at a particular locality 
is partly influenced by the pool of available invertebrate 
colonisers. The occurrence of prey taxa in the diet of 
pairs of birds and their offspring at the Bast Cape sites 
was also variable even though they had presumably 
been feeding together in the same territory. This 
implies a certain element of chance or individuality in 
which prey taxa are encountered and consumed. 
Nevertheless, in a stable carbon isotope study on 
Manganuiateao River, Collier and Lyon (1991) found 
that feathers of different birds living in the same 
territories generally had similar 13CJIZC ratios 
indicating that they had assimilated carbon from 
isotopically similar sources. 

Other work on Manganuiateao River has shown 
that the invertebrate diet of blue duck. also changes with 
time (Newton, 1989). Titus. diet changed from 
predominantly cased oaddisflies for one date in January, 
to mainly Chironomidae larvae for two dates in March 
and May. These changes reflected temporal variations 
in the composition of the b~nthic invertebrate 
community that were efrected, to a large degree, by the 
frequency and magnitude of floods (Collier and 
Wake!in, 1990). Stochastic: flood events and subsequent 
invertebrate recolonisation pattemil are Ukely to be other 
important factors influencing the abundance and 
composition of invertebrate food supplies for blue cluck. 
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D 

-o.sa 

Manganulateao River East Cape sites 

, 0 20 so 40 50 60 70 80" 0 

l:eptophleblidae ·~.,.,,,,mii!~~ir--....1 -o.ee 

-o.ae C. humeral/• -1.0 

0.38 Plecoptera -0.87 

0.73 Hydropsyohldae o.o 

O,HI 0.7::! 

-0.34 Ohlronomid ae -0.31 

0.91 Elmidae -0.93 

Fisuro 3: Mean l'tlative abundances of Invertebrate raxafound In the faeces of blue dud. (closed bars) and corresponding benthic 
samples (open bars) attht East Capl' !lnd Manganu/attao .tiln Only those taxa that on av~ra8e made up~ 5% ofinvmebrate 
numbers in the !)ethos or faeces in tither region were t::onsidtl'td. lvlev's Efe,·rlvlry Index ( 0) was calculated usins the method of 
Jacobs ( 1974). 

Prey preferences 
In my study, cased cadc;iisflies appeared to be the 
strongly preferred prey at the Enst Cape sites in 
Septlllmber. whereas larvae of the mayflies C. hum era/is 
and Leptophlebiidae were commonly eaten but in much 
tower proportions overall than they were collected in the 
benthos in both l'lllgions (Fig, 3). Cased caddisflies fonn 
a taxonomically broad group composed of a variety of 
species whoKe microhabitat preferences vary. For 
example, Helicopsyche commonly occur on the 
undersides of rocks or in hollows and cracks on rock 
surfaceK (Cowley, 1978). and therefore would seem to 
be largely unavailable to blue duck. Hellcopsyche was 
relatively common in the benthos of both sets of sites, 
but appeared to be abundant in blue duck faeces only at 
the East Cape sites in Novem~er. This may partly 
reflect differences in the surface topography of 
substrates between regions that could have affected the 
availability of refugia for Helicopsy,·he larvae. 

· Alternatively, other cased caddisfly taxa (e.g .. B. 
rorla) could have been more accessible to blue duck in 
Manganuiateao River in September. B. I'OI'ia larvae 
often can be found on the upper surfaces of rocks with 
thin coverings of epiliUto!'l in Manganuiatee.o River 
(Col!ier and Lyon, 1991 ), and often congregate in areas 
of moderate current velocity (Cowley, 1978) such as 
those In habitats preferred by blue duck for feeding 
(Veltman and Williams. 1990). Similarly, although 
Pierce (1986) found P. aureola larvae mainly on 
undersides of stones in CasH River. South Island. other 
observations indicate that Pyc·nocentl·odes commonly 

occur on surfaces of stones where they fee~d on 
epiiithon, often in areas of rapid cummt velocity 
(Cowley, 1978). Thus, high consumption of some cased 
cadd!sflies can be partly explained by differences in 
activity and distribution on upper stone surfaces where 
larvae would be more susceptible to predation by blue 
duck. · 

The mayflies C. humeralis and Deleatidium spp. 
are found most often on the undersides of stones 
(Wisley, 1962; Pierce, 1986). and thus would not be 
expected to be favoured food Items if prey availablity 
were substantially influenced by microhabitat use of 
upper stone surfaces. liowever. Pierce (1986) found 
that Deleatldlum spp. larvae were active on upper 
surfaces of stones in the Cass River, South Island, in the 
early morn in~ and evening, These periods correspond 
to peak diumal feeding times for blue duck on 
Manganuiateao River during the non-breeding season 
(Eldridge, 1986), but, in the presentstudy, faecal · 
sample~ were collected during the breeding season 
when feeding periodicity is less pronounced (Veltman 
and Williams, 1990). Stable carbon isotope analyses of 
invenebrates and blue duck feathers on Manganuiateao 
River suggested that taxa like C. humeralis and 
Deleatidlum contributed less to blue duck nutrition tha1'1 
other (more isotopically enriched) taxa (Coii!er and 
Lyon, 1991). Compared with cased caddisflies, these 
mayfly taxa are fast-moving and this may enable many 
to evade predation by blue duck. 

The present study suggests that the diet of blue 
duck is largely Influenced by the availability of 
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invertebrate food resources at a particular site. Some of 
the apparent prey selectivity appears ·likely to reflect 
patterns of benthic invertebrate activity and distribution 
on stone surfaces. The resulting diet ot blue duck on the 
dates sampled included large proportions of stony-cased 
caddisfly larvae whose total dry weight can comprise 
83% inorganic mnterlal (Pierce, 1979). Cased caddisfly 
larvae are therefore likely to be of relatively low energy 
value (per unit dry weight) compared with mayflies such 
us Deleatidium which were generally eaten in lower 
proportions than they occurred in the benthos in my 
studv. This observation is in contrast to that noted for 
some other endemic birds that feed on the benthos of 
New Zealand rivers. Wrybill (Anarhynchusfrontalis 
Quay & Gaimard, 1830) and black stilt (Hi'!'amopus 
novaeualandiae Gould, 1764) feed primanly on larvae 
of De/eatidium spp. even though other aquatic 
invertebrate prey, including many taxa eaten by blue 
duck, were also available (Pierce. 1979, 1986). Wrybills 
and black stilts slean benthic invertebrates with long, 
pointed bills. quite unlike the short, flat bill of blue 
duck. The bill morphology of blue duck seems more 
likely to result in non-specialised feeding that 
maximises' prey intake on each foraging bout. 
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an anonymous referee, provided helpful comments on 
draft manuscripts. Leigh Moore, Shaun Hutton and 
Chris Edkins drafted the figures. 
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Spill tie cut from 
duck decline report 

By DANIEL R. SADDLER But any mention of the spill as a pos
sible cause of the birds' plight was cut 
from a public statement announcing the 

management biologist in Cordova. "As 
far as a causal link to oil, I'm not going 
to make any statement." TIMES WRITER 

Studies of environmental damage 
from the Exxon Valdez oil spill showed 
"significant failure" of Prince William 
Sound harlequin ducks to reproduce, 
and prompted state wildlife managers 
to delay duck hunting in the area. 

· delay, an omission a state biologist who 
oversaw the studies attributed Tuesday 
to legal concerns. 

On Aug. 30, the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game announced the 
planned Sept. 1 start of harlequin season 
in the Sound would be delayed until Oct. 
1. The season for the sea ducks, hunted 

"We know for a fact there was a sig
nificant failure of harlequins to repro
duce out there," said Roy Nowlin, area 

mostly for their dramatic plumage, is to 
endDec.l6. 

By delaying hunting until October, 
when other harlequins arrive to spend 
the winter, managers hoped to spare the 
few remaining local ducks from annihi
lation, said Tom Rothe, state waterfowl 
coordinator for the U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service. 

Biologists said ducks in the eastern 
Sound would likely repopulate the west
ern part of the Sound, the release said. 

"It's a fairly conservative approach 
to protecting those birds there in the 
summer," Rothe said. He said the stud
ies show the western Sound has fewer 
harlequins than in th~ past, and that 

See Ducks, back page 
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those remaining are in poorer 
physical condition and producing 
fewer eggs. 

"A review of recent survey 
data suggests that the number of 
harlequins in the Sound is down 
markedly from historic levels," 
said the one-page announcement 
of the closure. 

That data came from more 
than $300,000 in research per
formed in the last two years by 
the Department of Fish and 

Game, and funded by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, to 
determine the effect of hydrocar
bon ingestion on sea ducks, Now
lin said. 

The research is part of the $70 
million effort by the federal and 
state governments to assess the. 
damage to natural resources 
from the March 24, 1989, spill of 
nearly 11 million gallons of crude 
oil into the Sound. 

Results of this research are 
being kept secret pending the 
resolution of legal claims against 
Exxon for damage to the envi
ronment, Nowlin said. That se
crecy prompted the government 

Page 2 of 2 

lawyers and officials to cut any 
mention of the spill from early 
drafts of the release, he said. 

"We certainly had discussions 
of what content should be in the 
news release," he said. "The De
partment of Law ... has their 
legal responsibilities and advised 
us to what should be included." 

Alex Swiderski, the assistant 
attorney general to whom Now
lin referred legal questions, was 
out of his office Wednesday, and 
unavailable for comment. 

Secrecy extended even to in
formation gathered before the 
spill. Nowlin declined to give fig
ures any more recent than a 1971 

rough estimate of 10,000 to 15,000 
harlequins in the Sound, saying 
Paul Gertler, of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, had directed 
him to keep the figures secret. 

"It is his desire that this re
main confidential," Nowlin said. 
Gertler is on vacation and una
vailabie for comment, an em
ployee at the Fish and Wildlife 
Service said Wednesday. 

Some biologists said they 
were concerned that information 
from the spill damage studies 
being used for management of 
public resources was unavailable 
to the public. 

Nowlin had been program 
manager on injury assessment 
studies for the Oil Spill Impact 
Assessment and Restoration 
Division of Fish and Game be
fore taking the job in Cordova 
about three weeks ago. 

Rothe said he understands the 
need for state lawyers to guard 
their ability to win a damage suit 
against Exxon. 

"But on the other hand, that 
would have to be balanced with 
providing public information as 
to why we change hunting regu
lations, especially in this case 
where this was done at the last 
minute," Rothe said. 
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HUNTING-TRAPPINGP 
Emergency Order ALASKA DEPARTMENT 

OF FISH AND GAME 
Under Authority of AS 16 .05 .060 

Effective Date: August 31, 19~1 

llaS9 P·•· 

EXf'LANA'tiONr 

Is•ued at Anchorag• 
Aug-u•t 30, 1991 

Expiration DateJ Indefinite, until 
superceded by subsequent order or 
action of the Board of Ga~e 

This Emergency order delays the opening of hunting season on harlequin ducks in 
Prince Willia~ Sound, Alaska Game Management Uuits 6(D) and 7, to October 1. 

REGULATIONS I 

Therefore, the following regulations in ' AAC 85 . 065 (4) {B), Hunting Seasons and 
Bag Liaita for small Game, and Emergency Order 02-06-91 are amended to ~ead: 

Units and Bag Limits 

{8) sea ducks and aergansers 

(i) ging and coMmOn eider, acoter, 
oldsquaw, [harlequin,] and aerganser• 

Units 1-7, 9, 10 (Unimak Is. only), 
and 11-~6 
15 per day, 30 in posat~~.ssion 

Units 8 and 10 (except Unimak Is.) 
15 per day, 30 in po•aeasion 

(ii) Harlequin duck 

Units 1-,, 6CAl-(C), 9, 10 (Uniaak 
I~. qnly) and 11-26 
15 per day, 30 !n RQ§Session 

Units 6CDl and 7 
15 per day, 30 in possession 

Units 8 and 10 Cexeept Uni~ak Il,l 

ae.ident 
Open Season 
(Subsistence and 
General. Hunts) 

sept. 1 - Dec. 16 

Oct. 8 - Jan. 22 

Non-resident 
Open Season 

Sept. 1 - Pee, 16 

oct. 8 - Jan. 22 

Sept. 1 - U!c, 1§ sept. 1 - De9. 16 

92t._1 • Dec.16 Oct. 1 - De9.l6 

QSt. 8 - Jan. 22 Q£t. 8 - Jan. 22 

[(ii))(ii~) spectacled and Steller'• ~ider 

Units l-26 Ho open season Ko Open Season 



Emergency order Ol-07-91 (continued) 

By Delegation tot 

~TED_SMERGENCY ORpER§t 

Carl Rosier 
Collaiss.f.owr 

August 30, 1991 

This emergeXtCJ order asends Bunting Emerg-ency Order 02-o6-91, issued .at Anchoraqe 
August 12, 1991, portions relating to harlequin duck uason; all other provisions 
relllaining in effect. Copies of that pre•ious order uy be obtained -fro• •ourcas 
on the attached distribution list. 
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Emergency order 02-07-91 (continued) August 30, 1991 

JUSTIFICATION: 

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game has reviewed recent results 
frorn field studies on harlequin ducks in Prince William Sound, as 
well as historical survey data. From region-wide surveys during 
1989-91, numbers of harlequin ducks in Prince William Sound appear 
to be markedly lower than historic levels. Data from recent 
studies indicate that a substantial proportion of harlequin ducks 
wintering western Prince William sound are in poor body condition. 
Preliminary surveys of harlequin duck production in 1990 indicate 
that few potential breeding pairs occupied the western Sound during 
the nesting season and no broods were observed. Studies in 1991 
recorded continued low numbers of harlequins during summer, little 
pair activity during scheduled observations of suitable breeding 
streams, and very few broods. 

The department recognizes that sea duck harvest levels in Prince 
William sound are traditionally low and have ~ittle significance to 
the wintering aggregation of harlequin ducks, as a whole. The 
department also recognizes that long-term recovery of the summer 
breeding population likely will proceed s lowly through reoccupation 
of the western Sound by birds from the eastern sound and elsewhere . 
However, the department is concerned about the potential effects of 
harvest focused on the remnant breeding birds in the western Sound 
duri ng September, before larger aggregati ons of migr ant har lequins 
arrive . 

Given the recent data indicating reproductive failure of harlequin 
ducks in western Prince William Sound, the potential significance 
of September harvest, and lack of response time for the Board of 
Game to act prior to the opening of waterfowl season, the 
Department of Fish and Game finds that an emergency exists, and 
that this order is necessary to conserve remnant breeding harlequin 
ducks in western Prince William sound and reduce harvest on 
harlequin ducks in adjacent areas that may serve as sources for 
repopulation. 
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Emergency order 02-07-91 (continued) August 30, 1991 

DISTRIBUTION; 

1. Lt. Governor 
2. Department of Law . 

Asst. Attorney General, Natural Resources 
Asst. Attorney General, Oil Spill Litigation 

3. Commissioner, Department of Fish and Game 
4. Division of Wildlife Conservation, ADFG 

Director 
Deputy Director 
Regional Supervisors 
state/Federal Regulation Coordinator 
WIDB Coordinator 
senior ·staff aiologist 

5. Director, Division of Subsistence, ADFG 
6. Director, Division of Boards, ADFG 
7. Director, Division of Oil Spill 
B. Public Communications Section, ADFG 
9. Board of Game 

10. Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection, AOPS 
Director 
Detachment Commanders 

11. u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service, Anchorage 
Regional Director 
Asst. Reqional Director, Law Enforcement 
Asst. Regional Director, Refuges and Wildlife 
Asst. Regional Director, Oil Spill 

12. Regional Director, National Park Service, Anchorage 
13. Regional Forester, u.s. Forest service, Juneau 
14. state Director, Bureau of Land Management, Anchorage 
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Carl L. Rosier, Commissioner 
-----------·------------~---·--------
Public Communications 
Box 3·2000 
Junea~.J. Alaska 99802-2000 
(907] 465-4112 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
August 30, 1991 

Contact: Roy Nowlin, 424-3215 
Cordova, Alaska 

Cordova A significant failure of harlequin ducks to 
reproduce in western Prince William Sound has prompted postponement 
of the harlequin hunting season in Prince William Sound for one 
month. 

The harlequin season was scheduled to open Sunday, but under 
an emergency order issued Friday hunters won't be allowed to take 
the colorful sea duck in Game Management Units 6(0) and 7, the 
Sound and eastern Kenai Peninsula, until October 1. 

A review of recent survey data suggests that the number of 
harl equins in the Sound is down markedly from historic l evels. 
studies indicate that a significant proportion of harlequins 
wintering there have been found to be in poor body condition. 

In 1990, few potential breeding pairs occupied the western 
side of the Sound. studies this summer showed continued low 
numbers, little breeding activity near suitable nesting streams, 
and few broods of ducklings. 

Historically, the sea duck harvest in Prince William Sound is 
low and has little significance to the winter population as a 
whole. But biologists said the precautionary September closure 
will protect the remnant breeding birds in the western part of the 
sound. By October, harlequins from all over Alaska will be 
wintering in the Sound, and that aggregation will serve to lessen 
potential effects on the remnant western Sound population. 

The september closure applies to the eastern Sound, also. 
Biologists said that area is the most likely source of harlequins 
to repopulate western areas, so a reduced harvest there is 
appropriate. 

When the harlequin season opens October l, the sea duck bag 
limit will be 15 per day with 30 in possession. The season will 
continue through December 16. 

-30-
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Emersency order No., 02~07-91 

Effec:ti:V'e Dates August 31, 1991 
11;59 p.m. 

EXP!.AHAT:IOH: 

P.2/5 

£!') · 

p 

Issued at Anchorage 
. August. 30, 1991 

Expiration Datu; Indefinite, until 
superceded by subsequent order or 
action of the Board of Game 

· This • Emergency Order delay• the opening 'of •· hunting aeason on harlequin ducks in 
•Alaska .Game Management Units 6(D) and 7 to October 1. 

•MGULATl:OHS: 

Therefore, the following reg.ulations in 5 AAC 85.065 ( 4) (B) , Bunting ·Seaaona and 
. Bag Limits · for Small Game, are amended to read: 

Units and Bag Limits 

(5) Sea duck& and mergansers 

(i) Ring and common eider, scoter, 
oldsquaw, [harlequin,] and aergansers 

Units 1-7, 9, 10 (Unimak ta. only), 
and. 11-26 
15 per day, 30 in possession 

Units 8 and 10 (e~cept Un~k Is.) 
15 per day, 30 in possession 

(ii) Harlequin duck 

Units 1-5t 6<A>-<C), 9, 10 (Up.jmak 
Is. only> and 11-26 
15 per day, 30 in possession 

Units 6(Dl and 7 
15 per gay, 30 in Q9Spession 

Units 8 and 10 (except unimak Is.) 

. Resident 
'open Season 
(S'UJ:Jsiatenc:e and 
General Bunt a) 

Sept. 1 - Dec. 16 

oct. a - Jan. 22 

Sept. 1 - Dec. 16 

oct.. 1 - Dec:.l§ 

Oct. 8 - Jan. 24 

( (ii) l Ciii> Spec:t.ac:led and Steller• • eid.•r · 

Units 1-26 No open Season 

won-resident 
Open Season 

Sept. 1 - Dec:. 16 

Oct. 8 - Jan. 22 

Sept. 1 - Qec. 16 

.Oct. 1 - D§c .16 

oct.. 8 - Jan. 22 

No Open Se.a.aon 



Emergency order 02-07 - 91 (continued) : August 30, 

JUSTIFICATION: 

I 

I 
1991 

I 
I 

. ! 

The Alaska Department of Fisn and Gaine ·has reviewed results from 
1991 field projects on harlequin d4ck.s in Prince William Sound, 1as 
well as recent historical data related to assessing effects of the 

· Exxon Valdez. oil spill and potential wildlife restoration measure,s. 
· The.se surveys and studies indicate that very few potential breeding . · 
pairs of harlequin ducks occupied the: heavily-oiled western Pri~ce 
William Sound from May through July in 1990 and 1991, little pa1ir 
activity was recorded during schedul~ed intensive observations ;of 
suitable breeding streams, and no broods were recorded on any of: a · 
variety of field surveys. over .all, numbers of harlequin .ducks . in 
Prince William Sound appear to be substantially lower than histor:i.c 

·. levels. · 

The department recognizes that tra<titional levels of harvest •in 
Prince William Sound have little significance to winteri!ng 
harlequin ducks as a whole, that i~provement of harlequin dU:ck 

· productivity is most probably dependent on restoration of expan.silve 
intertidal feeding habitats that r~main contaminated, and th!at 
long-term recovery of the summer breeding population will lik~ly 
proceed slowly through reoccupation of oiled areas by birds from 
the eastern sound and elsewhere. However, the department . :is 
concerned about the potential effects of harvest focused on the 

· remnant breeding birds in · the western Sound during September, 
before larger aggregations of migrant harlequins arrive . 

. Given .the recent availability of breeding season data, the 
potential significance of september harvest, and the inabil:,i.ty :of 

· the Board of Game to act prior to the opening of waterfowl season, 
the Department of Fish and Game finds -that an emergency exists, ~nd 
that this order is necessary to conserve remnant breeding harleqtiin 
ducks in western Prince William S.ound _and reduce harvest • ;on 
harl~quin ducks in adjacent areas ·that may serve as sources f1or 
repopulation. 

. . i 

' ' 



Emergency Order 02-07-91 (~ont~nued) 

By Delegation toJ 

BET·~T'ED EH!!RGBifCY ORDERS & 

C.rl Rosier 
~i••ioner 

August 30, 1991 

!i'hOiiis c • aot!ie 
W~terfowl COordinator 

P.3/5 

!~:'his emergency order amends Hunting Emergency Order 02 ... 06-91 ,, is•uilu:l at Anchorage 
August 12, 1991, portions relating to harlequin duck seasoD; all other provisioDs 
remaiDiDg in effect.. Copie• of that previous order may be olltaiDeci f:t'QJil sou:z:oces 
on the attached distribut~on list. · 



Emergency Order 02-07-91 (continued) Augu$t 30 1 1991 

PISTRIBPTIONi 

· 1. Lt. Governor 
2. Asst. Attorney General: for Pi vision of Wildlife Conservation 
3. commissioner, Department of Fish and Game . 
4. Director, Division of Wildlife Conservation, ADFG 
5. Director, Division of subsistence, ADFG 
6. Director, Division of Boards,.ADFG 
7. Board of Game · 
8. Director, Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection, ADPS 
9. Detachment Commanders, ADPS-FWP, 

10. Regional Supervisors, Oiv. of Wildlife Conservation, ADFG 
11. ·wiDB Coordinator 1 Div. of Wildlife Conservation, ADFG 
12. Senior staff Bioloqist, Div. of Wildlife conservation, ADFG 
13. State/Federal Regulation, Coordinator, Div. ~f Wildlife 
14. Public Communications Section, ADFG ·. 
15. Regional Director, u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service, Anchorage 
16. Regional Director,. National Park Service, Anchorage 
17. Regional Forester, U.S. Forest s·ervice, Juneau 
18. State Director, Bureau of·Land Manaqement, Anchorage 
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CONFIDENTIAL-LITIGATION SENSITIVE 

SPRING HARLEQUIN SURVEYS 
OIL SPILL AREA, PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND 1991 

LOCATION SEGHENT DATE TIME # FEMALES # MALES ACTIVITY 

BAY OF ISLES, 
(WEST ARM) KN201* 5124 1300 -0-
OTTER LAKE KN018 5/24 2200 -0-
BAY OF ISLES KN022* 5/25 0800 5 

-0-HARSHA BAY (ALL) 5 I 26 0900 
RUA COVE KN213 5/26 0830 -0-
SNUG HARBOR (ALL) 5)26 0930 -0-
HOGAN BAY (ALL) 5/26 1030 -0-
LOWER PASSAGE KN103* 5/26 1330 -0-
FOUL PASS IN031 5/26 1400 -0-
LEWIS BAY (ALL) 5/26 1500 -0-
LOG JAM BAY KN211\210*5/26 1900 1 

7 
2 
7 

OTTER ISLAND KN021* 5126 2200 
BAY OF ISLES KN019 5126 2130 
HERRING BAY KN144B* 5/29 0900 
ALL SEGMENTS FROM 
FROM HERRING PT. TO 
L. HERRING BAY 
DRIER BAY, 
PORT AUDRY 
BALLARD BAY 
JOHNSON BAY, 

KN575 
KN575 

AT S ENTRANCE KN554* 

LOG JAM BAY 
NW BAY ELANORE 
BLOCK ISLAND 
FOUL PASS 
LOG JAM BAY 
BAY OF ISLES 

OTTER ISLAND 

FOUL BAY 

~'lAIN BAY 
PT NELLI JUAN 
BAY OF ISLES 
GREEN ISLAND 
LA TOUCHE IS. 
JOHNSON BAY. 
LO\.<JER HE5'RING 

KN211* 
(ALL) 
(ALL) 
IN031* 
KN211* 
KN022* 

KN021* 

MA002 

HA005A 
HA001 
KN021* 
GR302 
LA21-LA37 
KN554* 
(ALL) 

5/29 1300 -0-

5/30 0930 -0-
5/30 1000 -0-

5/30 1140 9 

5/31 
5/31 
5/31 
5/31 
5/31 
5/31 

(PLUS 
1045 -0-
0900 -0-
0930 -0-
1000 -0-
1030 -0-
1110 11 

(PLUS 
5/31 1900 10 

(PLUS 
6/1 0930 15 

6/1 
6/l 
6/1 

(PLUS 
1050 12 
1330 1 
1530 (28 OF 

6/2 1040 2 
6/2 1200 -0-
6/2 1345 1 
6/2 1400 -0-

-0-
-0-
10 SITTING 
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-

1 FEEDING 
1 SITTING 

SWIMMING 
~ SITTING 

1 FLYING 
-0-

5 SITTING 
5 OF UNDERTERMINED SEX) 

-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-
-0-

6 SWIMMING 
3 OF UNDERTERMINED SEX) 

10 SWIMMING 
15 OF UNDERTERHINED SEX) 

17 SWIMMING 
30 OF UNDERTERMINED SEX) 

14 FLY nK; & St,.JTiv!MING 
1 SITTING 

UNDERTERMINED SEX) 
-0- IN FLIGHT 
-0-

l. FLYING 

1 



SPRING HARLEQUIN SURVEYS 
PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND 1991 

LOCATION SEGHENT DATE TIME # FEMALES # MALES ACTIVITY 

HERRING BAY KN144B* 6/19 
BAY OF ISLES KN021* 6/19 
V.JEST AR!-1 BOI KN201* 6/20 
BAY OF ISLES KN022* 6/20 
F'OUL BAY IN031 6/20 

JOHNSON BAY (ALL) 6/20 
DRIER BAY (ENTRANCE) 6/20 
JUNCTION IS. CH011A 6/21 
CHENEGA IS. CH001 6/21 
(stream mouth, too exposed to 
KAKE COVE CH017 6/21 
PLEIADES IS. PL001 6/22 
JOHNSON BAY (ENTRANCE) 7/6 
APPLEGATE IS. AE004 7/7 
PICTURESQUE COVE, 
CULROSS PASSAGE (NO SEG) 7/7 
CULROSS IS. CU011 
S.NELLI JUAN NJ001A 
ESHAMY BAY EB007 
DELENIA IS. DE001M 
WHALE BAY W WH504 

7/7 
7/7 
7/7 
7/10 
7/10 

TOTAL MALE 80 
TOTAL FEMALE 85 
TOTAL UNDETERMINED SEX 51 

TOTAL 216 

* = DUPLICATE SURVEYS 

TOM/HQDSURVY.TWC 

1745 2 3 SITTING 
1915 6 14 FLYING/SITTING 
0930 -0- -0-
1025 3 9 FEEDING 
1120 10 8 

(10 OF' UNDETERMINED SEX) 
1220 -0- -0-
1435 -0- -0-
1230 -0- -0-
1320 -0- -0-

-0-
-0- (LOOKING SICK) 

UNDERTERMINED SEX) 

anchor) 
1400 -0-
1110 1 
1515 (3 OF' 
1120 6 10 (MAYBE MOLTING) 

1230 {CREEK ENDING W/WATERF'ALL)-0-
1330 (CREEK END:NG W/WATERF'ALL)-0-
1335 (CREEK W\STEEP CASCADE)-0-
1405 (GUNBOAT CREEK/CASCADE) -0-
1215 2 ~ (sitting on rocks) 
1250 -0- l (sitting on rocks) 

2 



CONFIDENTIAL-LITIGATION SENSITIVE 

HOLTING AREA SURVEYS 
OIL SPILL AREA, PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND 1991 

LOCATION SEGMENT DATE TIME # HQDs TTL # FLIGHTLESS 

m.J FLEHHING IS FL003 7/19 1045 18 18 
BAINBRIDGE IS. BA006 7/19 1130 23 23 
LUCKY BAY KN600 7/19 1450 5 5 
FOUL BAY MA002 7/20 1230 57 57 
APPLEGATE IS. AG004 7/20 1130 8, 1 FEMALE 7 
OTTER ISLAND KN021 7/25 1145 5 MALES 2 
FOUL PASSAGE IN031 7/25 1815 5, 2 FEMALE 1 
BAY OF ISLES KN022 7/25 1730 25, 1 FEMALE 24 
HERRING BAY KN141A 7/25 1000 5, 1 FEMALE 3 
CHANNEL IS. GR004 7126 1200 350 350 
GREEN ISLAND GR300 7/26 1250 50 50 
GIBBON ANCHORAGE GR002 7126 1130 29 29 
HERRING POINT KN500A 8/3 1100 5 5 
N\.<J KNIGHT IS. KN500A/B 8/3 1115 4 4 
NW KNIGHT IS. KN504 8/3 1200 11 10 
JUNCTION IS. CH011 8/4 1215 26, FEMALE 25 
HASKED BAY NONE 8/4 1050 14 14 
SMALL BAY KN553 8/4 1400 7 7 
ESHAHY BAY EB009 8/5 1015 5 5 
ESHAHY LAGOON EB012/013 8/5 1040 7 7 
CRAFTON ISLAND CR004 8/5 1100 7 7 

TOTAL COUNT 666 
TOTAL FLIGHTLESS 653 
TOTAL FEMALES 6 

--
,.,..,..." l"h"-' > -
~- -::r ~ --~ 
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CONFIDENTIAL-LITIGATION SENSITIVE 

SPRING NET SITES 
OIL SPILL AREA, PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND 1991 

LOCATION SEGMENT DATE AK STEAM CATALOG NET TIME Em r;m 

SNUG HARBOR KN402 6/3 ASC 226-30-16820 12 HOURS -0-
MALLARD BAY KN575 6/7 ASC 226-20-16980 12 HOU:RS -0-
OTTER BAY KN018 6/10 ASC 226-20-16880 12 HOURS -0-
BAY OF ISLES 
(\.JEST ARM) KN201 6/15 ASC 226-30-16870 12 HOURS -0-
KAKE COVE CH017 6/22 ASC 226-20-????? 12 HOURS -0-
PADDY BAY PA001 6/24 ASC 226-20-26010 12 HOURS -0-
BRISTOLOF CRK. NONE 7/4 ASC 226-20-16230 12 HOURS -0-
WHALE BAY s. WH502 7/8 ASC 226-20-16340 12 HOURS -0-
WHALE BAY w. WH504 7/10 ASC 226-20-16300 12 HOURS -0-
IKTUA BAY EV008 7/18 ASC 226-20-163-00 9 HOURS -0-
CULROSS PASS. NONE 7/19 ASC 224-30-14800 9 HOURS -0-
CAMP CREEK KN132 7/6 ASC 226-30-16982 12 HOURS -0-

(camp creek was 24 hour watch throughout the summer) 

·tktl" 
e.• 

scet1 ~ 

~ 0 

TOMIPRLIMLST.TC3 
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Table 1. Summary of harlequin duck population data from Prince 
William Sound and eastern Kenai Peninsula, 1989-1991, relevant to 
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill damage assessment. (USFWS aerial and 
boat surveys) 

SURV POP INDEX SURV BIRDS/ % SURV % HARL 
DATE MODE ESTIM1 COUNT KM KM IN OIL IN OIL 

p w SOUND 

Feb 71 BOAT 19952 4002 4709 .850 27 37 

Mar 89 AIR 9295 1785 4513 .396 31 42 

May 89 AIR 14107 2729 4540 .601 29 22 

Jul 89 BOAT 3887 

Jul 89 AIR 3357 705 4920 .143 4 

Aug 89 BOAT 6789 

Oct 89 AIR 16924 2789 3870 .721 20 14 

Mar 90 BOAT 10397 

Mar 90 AIR 10868 2185 4720 .463 30 25 

May 90 AIR 7770 1572 4745 .331 30 22 

Jun 90 BOAT 5266 

Jul 90 BOAT 9382 

Aug 90 BOAT 785 0 

Oct 90 AIR 14952 2992 4700 .637 32 31 

Mar 91 BOAT 11132 

Jul 91 BOAT 8264 

KENAI 

Mar 89 AIR 6479 1267 1903 .666 38 41 

May 89 AIR 1918 375 1826 .205 33 17 

Jul 89 AIR 1775 347 2178 .159 39 20 

Mar 90 AIR 6418 1255 2026 .619 44 28 

May 90 AIR 1120 219 1821 .120 37 12 

1 Estimates from boat surveys are provided by FWS, but survey 
length is not given. For aerial surveys counts are expanded by 
boat: air comparison factor of 5. 114: 1 and standardized for the 
average survey length of 4590km, but not adjusted by a species 
visibility ratio. 1971 survey adjusted to 400-m equivalent. 



CONFIDENTIAL St5 
CONFIDENTIAL-LITIGATION SENSITIVE () 

Table 2. Best seasonal comparisons of harlequin duck population 
data from Prince William Sound, 1989-90, related to the Exxon 
Valdez Oil Spill. (USFWS boat and aerial surveys) 

DATE SURVEY POP BIRDS/ % SURVEY % HARL 
MODE ESTIM2 KM IN OIL IN OIL 

FALL 

Oct 89 Air 16924 .721 20 14 

Oct 90 Air 14952 .637 32 31 

WINTER 

Feb 71 Boat 19952 .850 27 37 

Mar 89 Air 9295 .396 31 42 

Mar 90 Boat 10397 

Mar 90 Air 10868 .463 30 25 

Mar 91 Boat 11132 

SUMMER 

Jul 89 Boat 3887 

Jul 89 Air 3357 .143 4 

Jun 90 Boat 5266 

Jul 90 Boat 9382 

Jul 91 Boat 8264 

2 Estimates from boat surveys as provided by USFWS. Estimates 
from aerial surveys adjusted by boat: air expansion factor of 
5.114:1 and standardized for the average survey length of 4590km. 
Estimate from 1971 boat survey adjusted from 200-m data to 400-m 
width (x 1.353). 



Table 6. Composition (%) of the statewide duck harvest in Alaska, 1969-88a. 

Dabbling Diving ducks/ 
Year ducks ducks mergansers 

1966 B6.5 10.3 3.0 
1967 84.6 10.1 5.1 
1968 89.6 8.9 1.8 
1969 83.8 10.1 6.1 
1970 86.0 9.0 5.0 
1971 89.7 5.9 4. 3 
1972 90.0 7.6 2.3 
1973 90 . 5 8 . 7 0 . 9 
1974 82.3 16.4 1.4 
1975 88.0 5.8 6.2 
1976 82.6 9.5 7.9 
1977 88.2 10.3 1.5 
1978 82.5 11.1 6.5 
1979 87.5 8.2 4.2 
1980 85.0 12.5 2.5 
1981 87.8 9.9 2.3 
1982 85.4 11.0 3.6 
1983 82.7 15 .. 3 2.2 
1984 88.3 9.6 1.8 
1985 84.0 10.9 4.9 
1986 82.7 13 . 1 4 . 2 
1987 84.8 10.1 5.1 
1988 79.7 9.7 10.6 

X 85 . 6 10 . 2 4.2 
S.D. ±3.0 ±2.7 ±2.5 

a Based on FWS parts collection surveys. 

jq81 /0.7 ~ 
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Table 4. Proportion (I) of duck• 9ooee. crane. and enlpe eport 
harveete and hunter activity in the fall by 9eo9raphic region 
fro• the etate eurvey for 1989-90. 

Dabblere/ Sea 
Harveet Re9ton Hunter Daye Divere Due lee Geeee Crane• Snipe 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
North Slope a o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Seward Penineula 1.2 0.7 0.2 3.0 8.1 0.0 
Upper Yukon Valley 2.3 1.3 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
Lower Yukon Valley 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 o.o o.o 
Central 25 . 8 28.4 3.8 35.7 79.0 20.7 
Yukon Delta 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 o.o o.o 
Cook Inlet 32.7 39.9 26.0 18.2 6.5 30.2 
Gulf Coaet 6.6 4.8 Q;D 5.5 o.o 1. 7 
Southeaet 14.8 12.6 18.2 20.0 4.8 42.2 
Kodiak 9.1 4.6 41.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 
Alaeka Penineula 5.0 5.4 2.9 14.2 1.6 5.2 
Aleutian Chain 0.5 0.0 1.8 o.o o.o o.o 
Unknown 0.6 0.5 0.1 2.7 o.o o.o 

Statewide Daye/Harveet 33.069 46.681 5.606 5.879 625 1.170 

a No questionairres returned from the North Slope region. 

ACE 8122llt9 
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Table 4. Proportion (%) of duck, goose, crane, and snipe sport 
harvests and hunter activity in the fall by geographic region 
from the state survey for 1988-89. 

Dabblers/ Sea 
Harvest Region Hunter Days Divers Ducks Geese Cranes Snipe 

North Slope 0.7 0.1 1.0 0.7 0.0 0.6 
Seward Peninsula 2.7 1.1 2.0 3.7 9.2 0.6 
Upper Yukon Valley 1.6 0.9 0.0 0.9 2.3 0.0 
Lower Yukon Valley 0.8 1.7 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 
Central 17.4 21.1 3.0 13.2 69.5 11.6 
Yukon Delta 1.4 2.0 2.3 0.1 5.3 5.5 
Cook Inlet 41.0 45.3 37.3 37.1 9.2 52.4 

::::>'" Gulf Coast 7.3 6.3 CLD 6.8 0.0 7.9 
Southeast 15.2 11.4 17.2 10.5 3.8 19.5 
Kodiak 5.8 5.4 24.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Alaska Peninsula 5.1 4.2 2.6 24.3 0.8 1.8 
Aleutian Chain 0.8 0.2 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Unknown 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 

Statewide Days/Harvest 44,625 78,065 6,364 8,781 1,443 1,807 

15 
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Table 4. Proportion (%) of duck, goose, crane, and snipe sport harvests and hunter activity in the fall by 
geographic region calculated from the state survey for 1987-88. 

Harvest Region · Hunter Days Dabblers/Divers Sea Ducks Geese Cranes Snipe 

North Slope 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Seward Pen. 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.6 2.6 0.0 
Upper Yukon Valley 1.2 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.8 
Lower Yukon Valley 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Central 20.0 22.3 3.2 14.6 79.4 20.5 
Yukon Delta 0.9 0.6 2.5 2.8 0.0 2.5 
Cook Inlet 40.3 43.3 28.4 29.9 10.3 35.1 

:::-Gulf Coast 5.5 6.3 ciD 3.4 0.7 9.3 
Southeast 19.4 15.0 24.6 20.4 5.5 28.7 
Kodiak 4.7 3.5 29.7 0.0 0.0 0.8 
Alaska Pen. 5.3 5.9 1.7 26.3 1.1 2.0 
Aleutian Chain 1.0 0.5 2.9 0.1 0.0 0.1 
Unknown 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 

Statewide Days/Harvest 57,828 69,627 6,597 5,389 1,014 2,654 

\'<'t 
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Table 4. Species composition of the duck harvest, 1986-87 waterfowl season. a 

Yukon Cook ' Alaska Percent of b \ 
S ecies Valle Central Inlet Southeast Kodiak Peninsula total statewide 
Mallard 11.3 24.5 31. 1 47.3 40.6 16.5 30.0 
Pintail -- 6.0 14 . 7 5.6 4.3 25.6 12.2 
American Wigeon 60.9 23.9 12 . 0 10.7 5.7 18.9 18.1 
Green-winged Teal 22.2 10.4 13 . 3 23.2 4.3 18.5 13.7 
Shoveler -- 9.8 8 . 6 2.4 -- 1.1 5.9 
Blue-winged Teal -- -- 0 . 5 -- -- -- 0.3 
Gadwall -- -- 1.8 -- 0.4 16.2 5.8 2.5 

Total Dabblers 94.4 74.6 82 . 0 89.0 89.6 71.1 86.4 82.7 
Lesser Scaup -- 10.7 0 . 3 -- 0.4 -- 0.6 2.6 
Greater Scaup -- -- 2. 0 -- -- -- 3.7 1.2 
Bufflehead 5.6 11.2 4. 9 -- 2.8 -- -- 4.6 
Common Goldeneye -- 0.8 0 . 1 1.9 -- 2.8 4.4 1.5 
Barrow's Goldeneye -- -- 4 . 2 1.4 0.4 13.8 -- 2.2 
Ringneck -- -- 1.7 -- -- -- -- 0.6 

........ Canvasback 0.2 0 . 4 0.3 0 -- -- -- -- --
Redhead -- -- 0. 2 -- -- -- -- 0.1 

Total Divers 5.6 22.7 13 . 8 3.3 3.6 16.6 8.7 13.1 
White-winged Scoter -- -- 0 . 7 -- -- -- -- 0.3 
Surf Scoter -- -- o. 7 2.6 1.2 -- -- 0.6 
Harlequin -- -- 0 . 7 eLl) 4.8 4.3 2.2 1.6 
Steller's Eider -- -- -- -- -- -- 2.2 0.3 
Common Merganser -- -- -- 1.3 0.4 -- -- 0.2 
Old squaw -- -- 0 . 6 -- -- 8.2 -- 0.7 
Hooded Merganser -- -- -- 0.6 0.4 -- -- 0.1 
Red-breasted merganser -- -- 0 . 2 1. 9 -- -- 0.6 0.3 

l> Total Seaducks/ .. 
n1 Mergansers -- -- 2. 9 7.7 6.8 12.5 5.0 4.2 
co Total 100 97.3 89 . 7 100 100 100 100 99.9 
..... 
N a N No harvest reported by FWS for the North Slope, Seward Peninsula, Yukon Delta, and Aleutians. ..... b 
\.1'1 Includes birds harvested in unknown locations. 
N '0 N'l 

<:--
·~ 
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3. Proportion (%) of calculated duck, crane, and snipe fall sport harvests and sport hunter 
activity by geographical region,· 1985-86. 

Harvest Area Hunter Days Dslbblers/Divers Sea Ducks Cranes Snipe 

North Slope o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
Seward Pen. 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.0 0.0 
Upper Yukon Valley 0.8 0.2 o.o 0.0 o.o 
Lower Yukon Valley 0.1 T o.o o.o o.o 
Central 21.5 26.0 1.3 57.1 6.8 
Yukon Delta 3.2 3.2 6.1 37.1 15.9 
Cook Inlet 

. 
36.9 36.4 27.3 4.3 55.7 

~ Gulf Coast 4.8 5.0 (I&) 0.0 0.0 
Southeast 19.2 18.6 18.4 o.o 21.6 
Kodiak 6.6 5.3 40.4 o.o o.o 
Alaska Pen • 6.0 4.6 1.3 1.4 0.0 ... Aleutian Chain 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o ... 

Statewide Days/Harvest 52,856 79,604 7,186 1,270 1,597 
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Table 3. Calculated huntint acttvtty and duck harveet for 
epecific location• tn Alaeka where eore that 0.11 of the harveet 
occurred In 1989-9D. 

£(? 

D 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D~ou::ka l:h.aohc da~• 

Calculated I of Calculated I of 
Location harveet etate total daye etate total 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sueitna Flate 7.053 13.5 2.864 8.7 
Minto Flate 6.338 12.1 2.138 6.5 
Paleer hay Flat• 3.602 6.9 2e37D 7.2 
Portate 1.624 3.1 1e261 3.8 
Delta 1e465 2.8 2eD57 6.2 
Tok-Nothway 1.431 2.7 535 1.6 
Redoubt Bay 1.414 2.7 5D4 1.5 
Tanana Flat• 1.347 2.6 1e170 3.5 
Copper River Delta 1e321 2.5 1.513 4.6 
Kache•ak Bay 1.296 2.5 313 0.9 
Mendenhall 1eD1D 1.9 867 2.6 
Potter•• Mareh 1eD02 1.9 1.210 3.7 
Tradint Bay 985 1.9 333 1.0 
Duncan Canal 976 1.9 535 1.6 
Kenai River/Flat• 985 1.9 524 1.6 
Pilot Point 833 1.6 363 1.1 
Healy Lake 791 1.5 585 1.8 
Icy Striat 766 1.5 434 1.3 
St tk ine River Flat• 606 1.2 4D3 1.2 
Cold Bay 598 1.1 716 2.2 
Old Harbor 513 1.0 81 D.2 
Naknek River 513 1.0 232 D.7 
China Poot Bay 505 1.0 1D1 0.3 
Kalein Bay 480 D.9 575 1.7 
Wo•an Bay 463 0.9 484 1.5 
Utaehik 463 0.9 141 0.4 
Eieleon AFB 438 D.8 595 1.8 
Denali HUhway 362 0.7 2D2 0.6 
Middle Bay 345 D.7 514 1.6 
Ketchikan Area 337 0.6 192 0.6 
Peterebert Area 337 0.6 514 1.6 

>Seward 303 0.6 91 D.3 
D.6 161 D.5 Chickaloon 295 

Oooee Bay 286 0.5 101 0.3 

7 Prince Willia• Sound (286) D.5 CID) D.9 
Prince of WJ{ale• 269 D.5 182 0.!5 
Kake 261 0.5 121 0.4 
Antoon 253 0.5 161 0.5 
Creaaer•• Field 227 D.4 222 0.7 
Jia Creek/ Swan Lake• 210 0.4 222 0.7 
Swaneon River 202 0.4 141 0.4 

;:::- Greater Kenai Penineula 194 D.4 171 0.5 



I 
' 

Table 3. (Cont>. 

Oyck• Hynter dav• 
Calculated I of Calculated I of 

Location harveet etate total daye etate total 

Yakutat 177 0.3 151 0.5 
Raepberry Striate 168 0.3 30 0.1 
Kink River 152 0.3 262 0.8 
Sitka Area 143 0.3 202 0.6 
Sey•ore Canal 135 0.3 40 0.1 
Ski laic Lake 118 0.2 40 0.1 
No•e 101 0.2 91 0.3 
Golovin 101 0.2 61 0.2 
Pagadehak 101 0.2 212 0.6 
Adak 101 0.2 212 0.6 
Salcha River 93 0.2 91 0.3 
Eagle River <S.E. AK> 93 0.2 101 0.3 £ Honte~ue. Hi tchenbrook • 
& Hawlcine leland• 84 0.2 61 0.2 
St. Ja•e• Bay 84 0.2 81 0.2 
Lynn Canal 84 0.2 20 0.1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Subtotal• 44.721 85.5 27.838 84.2 

Statewide Total• 52.287 100 33.069 100 

ACE 8070998 
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Duck-h~Qt_ing . clo.su~e 
linked--tQ· :·:~_qil-sp.ill :;data 
By DOUG LOSHBAUGH ·· .:< ; of the Kenai Peninsula until . 
Homer News · · · ·: •;. · · · October. That's when the lo- . :: 

The recent · closing of the cal population will be bol- : '
harl.equin ~uck hunting sea- . stered with migrants from . 
sort in Southcentral may be ·. . nesting sites in the Interior. · \. 
providing a clue to at · least · Exxon spokesman . Kar- ..._; 
some of the damage done by sten Rodvik said there is not l 
the .1989 Exxon Valdez oil . enough ·data to say theharle- '-t 

· spill; · knowledge ' : locked quin population has .. ~ 
away while government and dropped, and 3:Uegations the ~ \..:) 
the oil company face off in birds are faihng to repro- ·. 
court. . . duce are pure speculation. · : ~ 

Citing a . raptdly falling·;· :; But .a ·receht ;. s~ate news-: "'-. 
·population · and a significant . release ai:ul~uncing the post- · 
fi:tiltire of harlequins to te. . po?ed h~nt ~ays . differently.- ~ 
produce since the spill, state · 'A !ngnif1cant ~ailure of Q. 
bidlogists recehtly posV · h~rlequih ducks t? repro- ~ 
paned the scheduled Sept. 1 duce in _western Prmce Wil- -
hti~~irig -~ening for . ha:rl~- , liam Sound· has pro~pted: 
qums in,t--Prince Wllliaf'l · · • · · 

.. Sound and on the outer coast Please se~ Page B-3, DUCKS. 

~. DUCKS: Se_ason ·closed 
qirds to eventually repopu-Continued from Page B~ 1 . late the western Sound. 

postponement of the harle- A federal notice of effects 
quin hunting season,": reads ~- of the . spill; filed. in U.S. 
the · r~lease ·from · the 1 state ;. District Court in Anchorage 

, Department of Fish and in April, said more than 
Game. "In 1990, few paten- 2,000 sea duck' · carcasses 
tial breeding pairs occupied were · recovered after the 
t~e · . wester~ side . of the spill, including more than 
Sound. Stud1es this · summer .: 200 harlequins. ·· The notice 
showed continued low num- . said that species was most 
hers, little . breeding activity affected bv the snill hPI"!>"""' 



D•Jte: 
Ft-·•::.m: 
St~bj ect: 

:3 /:3 /92 9 : 49 fif·l 
And•::~ Gut! u-,et-· 70724 .. 2057 
t·1essa!;;e for-· Star, Ser1ner· 

Attn: Art_ ~~e i ner 
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Perspectives 

Catastrophes and Conservation: Lessons 
from Sea Otters and the Exxon Valdez 

JAMES A. EsTES 

C
ATASTROPHES, SUDDEN AND WIDESj;READ DISASTERS, CAN 

either occur naturally or be caused by human beings. When 
human-caused, these events elicit feelings of shock and 

anger, often leading to costly litigation over personal loss and 
environmental damage. Perpetrators of catastrophes often spend 
vast sums of money ostensibly to prevent or undo the damage, and 
such expenditures are encouraged by law and public sentiment. It 
seems that people want to see the guilty party pay for environ
mental damage, the assumption implicitly being that funds ex
pended result in harm prevented or undone. But is this assumption 
true? In the following commentary, I consider a recent and 
well-known case-the effort to save sea otters after the Exxon 
Valdez oil spill. Despite immense expenditures, the emerging facts 
lead to two conclusions: population losses were poorly docu
mented, and few animals were saved. These findings cast doubt on 
our ability to protect sea otters from future spills and lead to 
troubling questions about how to recognize· and document the 
effects of catastrophic events, and, ultimately, the utility of highly 
visible and expensive efforts to save wildlife from perceived 
environmental catastrophes. 

The Exxon Valdez spill. On 24 March 1989, the Exxon Valdez 
ran aground on Bligh Reef in northeastern Prince William Sound, 
spilling more than 10 million gallons of crude oil (1). Catastrophic 
losses were expected and a monumental effort was made to save sea 
otters (2). The costs were high, but what were the benefits? 
Specifically, how many otters were killed, how many were saved, 
and how might a different course of action have improved these 
figures? 

Effects if the Exxon Valdez spill on sea otters. The Exxon Valdez 
spill spread over a linear distance of more than 700 kilometers and 
soiled an estimated 5300 kilometers of shoreline (3). While 
cleaning up and capturing oiled wildlife for rehabilitation, 878 sea 
otter carcasses were recovered-a minimal estimate of loss. How
ever, many animals killed by the spill undoubtedly were not found. 
Losses have been estimated from pre- and post-spill surveys, 
although in my view these surveys shed little light on the 
population-level effect, mainly because the size and distribution of 
the population just prior to the spill is poorly known. This is 
because a comprehensive survey of Prince William Sound and 
adjacent waters was not done immediately after the spill but before 
oil dispersed into southwestern Prince William Sound and the 
northern Gulf of Alaska. Thus, although the Exxon Valdez spill 
undoubtedly killed many sea otters and may have reduced popu
lations substantially, available data lack the power to demonstrate 
population changes. 

Rescue and rehabilitation if oiled sea otters. In total, 35 7 sea otters 
were captured and delivered to rehabilitation facilities (2, 4). Of 
these, 123 died in captivity. Thirty-seven of the 234. survivors 
were judged unsuitable for return to the wild and were transferred 
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to aquaria and other permanent holding facilities; 25 of these 
animals were still alive 10 months later. The remaining 197 
survivors were released by August 1989, 45 of them with surgi
cally implanted radios. Twenty-two of the instrumented animals 
were dead ( ll) or missing ( ll) the following spring, thus 
indicating relatively low post-release survival of the captured and 
treated animals (5). 

At best, 222 sea otters (the 197 released and 25living in captivity) 
were captured and rehabilitated. This represents about 18% of the 
minimal number contaminated (878 found dead in the field and 357 
brought to the rehabilitation facility). However, the percentage of 
contaminated otters that were successfully rehabilitated was lower 
than this. For one, many contaminated sea otters probably were 
never found. Available data suggest that only about one in five acute 
deaths were recovered (4). Second, some otters captured for reha
bilitation were unoiled, and others were so lightly oiled that they 
may have fared better ifleft in nature to their own devices ( 6). About 
70% of the animals brought to the rehabilitation facilities were 
determined to be uncontaminated (61), lightly oiled (123), or of· 
unknown status (68) (7). Finally, rescue efforts probably caused 
some mortality in and of themselves because otherwise healthy 
captive sea otters suffer a 5 to 10% stress-induced mortality rate 
under the best of circumstances ( 4, 8). 

Cost if capture and rehabilitation. Capture and rehabilitation costs for sea 
otters alone was $18.3 million (9). Assuming that 222 otters were saved 
(the maximum possible), costS exceeded $80,000 per animal. 

The Exxon Valdez spill is broadly perceived as an environmental 
catastrophe. However, expected catastrophic declines in the region's 
sea otter population cannot be demonstrated, not because they did 
not occur but because the necessary information is lacking. Futther
more, efforts to rehabilitate oiled sea otters following the spill were 
extremely expensive and ineffective. Some improvements are possi
ble with better planning. However, post-spill capture and rehabili
tation probably cannot be used to substantially reduce sea otter 
losses from future spills, and the use of such measutes to conserve 
populations is unrealistic. 

How then should we prepare for and respond to environmental 
catastrophes of this kind? The Exxon Valdez experience suggests several 
points of possible general application. First, the effects must be properly 
documented, especially at the levels of populations, communities, and 
ecosystems. Such documentation· is necessary if we are to know that a 
catastrophe was indeeq a catastrophe. By no means is this clear for sea 
otters and the Exxon Valdez. Second, it is impottant to evaluate the need 
for and effectiveness of intervention on behalf of wildlife. If a species or 
population is not threatened with decimation or extinction by the event, 
and if methods are not available to protect or rehabilitate affected 
wildlife, should the time, money, and anguish be put forth to save a few 
individuals? Finally, in preparing for future catastrophes, post-event 
mitigation should be used only as a line of last resort. Planning of this 
kind tends to lull the public and policy-makers into a false sense of 
readiness. By far the more effective strategies are to reduce risks ~d to 
enhance threatened species or populations in anticipation of potential 
catastrophic loss. 
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United States 
Department of 
Agriculture 

Reply to: 2670 

Forest 
Service 

Washington 
Office 

14th & Independence SW 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, DC 20090- 6090 

Date: June 7, 1994 

Subject: Formal Consultation Authorities 

To: Regional Foresters 

Forest Service Manual 2670 identifies that Regional Foresters request formal 
consultation or conferencing with the U.S. Department of the Interior Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) or the U.S. Department of Commerce National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS). Recent changes in consultation authorities within 
the FWS have given many field offices authority to render biological 
opinions. With this change it may be more expedient for Forest Supervisors to 
request formal consultation or conferencing directly with the appropriate FWS 
or NMFS office. At the same time we recognize that it may be easier to 
oversee compliance with the Endangered Species Act Section 7 procedures and 
ensure that threatened and endangered species impact resolutions through 
informal consultation avenues are exhausted before requesting formal 
consultation by retaining consultation authorities at the regional office. 

With this letter you have the authority to delegate formal consultation or 
conferencing authority to the Forest Supervisor. If you do so, coordinate 
with the appropriate FWS and NMFS offices to ensure that the delegation will 
work smoothly with the regulatory agencies. You must have their concurrence 
with any consultation process changes. It is important that mechanisms be 
instituted to ensure consistency between forests when a species range overlaps 
several forests. Only delegate this authority if you can ensur e process 
consistency, Section 7 compliance, pursuance of informal consultation, etc. 
Notify this office if you decide to delegate this authority, and identify what 
steps are being taken to (1) ensure Section 7 compliance, (2) ensure that 
informal consultation steps have been exhausted before requesting formal 
consultation, (3) determine how effects across species ranges which overlap 
more than one forest, region, or FWS field office will be assessed, and 
(4) track cumulative effects across a species range. This change in 
consultation authority ~rill be part of the upcoming revision to FSM 2670. 

jsj Joan Comanor 
for 

JACK WARD THOMAS 
Chief 



United States Forest Alaska Region P.O. Box 21628 
~ Dep.artment of Service juneau, AI 99802-1628 
'VJ Agnculture 

Mr. David Allen, Acting DirectOr Region 7 
l.L S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
1 011 E. Tudor Road 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Dear Dave: 

Reply to: 1590 

Date: August 31, 1994 

In response to your memorandum of August 12, 1994, we have enclosed for your review and 
concurrence, our determinations regarding the biological assessments for the threatened and 
endangered species that are in the area of consideration or which use the area. Based on the 
analysis by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration interdisciplinary team, there would be no actions 
that would result in any .adverse impacts to any of these species. 

The species assessed were: 

Species 
Short-tailed albatross 
(Diomedea albatrus) 
American peregrine falcon 
(Falco peregrinus anatum) 

· Arctic peregrine falcon 
{Fa/co peregrinus tundrius) 
Aleutian Canada goose 
(Branta canadensis leucopareia) 
Steller's eider 
(Po/ysticta stellen) 

Determination 
No adverse effects 

No adverse effects (may benefit) 

·No adverse effects 

No adverse effects 

No adverse effects (may benefit) 

If possible; we request that this consultation be expedited. If there remains any specific questions 
regarding compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, please contact Rod Kuhn the 
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Plan EIS Teani Leader directly or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service EIS team member, Gerry Sanger, at 278-8012. 

· Regional Forester 
· Cft.fOf(31 IZ..Js- £·1'4~ l'f>Cfo o~ 
· Enclosure 

RECORD COPY 
cc: . 
Rod Kuhn 

caring for the Land and Serving People 
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United States Department of the Interior 

IN RE.PJ.YREI'T.~ TO: . 

DES 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
lOUE. Tudor Rd. 

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199 

SEP 8 1994 
Mr. Phil Janik, Regional Forester 
U.S. Forest Service 
Alaska Region 
P.O. Box 21628 
Juneau, Alaska 99802-1628 

Dear Mr. Janik: 

Ye have reviewed your August 31, .1994, biological assess'ment (enclosure), 
along with the preliminary information pr.esented in the draft Exxon Valdez 011 
Spill .Restoration Plan Environmental Impact Statement. The information 
presented in the source documents regarding the proposed restoration 
activities is not project specific. Although the information is general, it 
is unt"ikely that any listed species under our jurt'sdiction occur within the 

·acti on area. Therefore , t he Fish and Yildlife Service concurs t hat the 
proposed activities will not likely adversely affect the endangered or· 
threatened speci es under our jur isdi ction addressed in your biological 
as.sessment. It will be important, however, t o reevaluate this determination 
on a case -by-case basis as more d~tailed project descriptions are devel oped, 
or· if new information reveals that listed species will be impacted in a manner 
riot previously addressed . 

The above comments are provided in accordance with the Endangered Species Act 
(87 Stat. 884, .as _amended; 16 U.S.C . 1531 ~ ~.). If you have comments or 
questions, please contact Jon Nickles at (907) 786-3605 . 

: Enclosure 

Sincerely , 

AcUn~~~~ 

WORKING COPY 

RECEIVED ·· 

SEP. 1 3 1994 
F=OREST SERVICE 
B-10, ~&AM, RO 
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Memorandum 

To: Regional Director, ~ational Park Service 
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~~Ct~ention: Sandy Rabit)nowitch, Act~~Chief, Coastal Programs Division 

From: · Regional Direc ~or R " " ~ ~ 
Region 7 • ~: 

Subjact: Review of Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the EX1(on Vs.ldez 
Oil Spill Restoration Plan for Endangered Species Act Compliance 

At the request of Mr. Phil Janik (July' 20, 1994, letter (Re:l590)), the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (Draft EIS) for th~ Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Plan 
for compliance wi~ section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as 
amended. According ~o established p~cedures, we are transmitting the 
following comments to Mr. Janik, through your office. 

The Service has no previous record of section 7 consulta~1on on ihe proposed 
·restoration actions discussed in the Draft EIS. '!Je recognize that there are 
many parties to the Draft EIS (including the Service); however, for the 
purposes of this letter wa are considering the U.S. Forest Service as the lead 
"action agency . " 

Under 50 CFR 402,12, the first step in section 7 consultation is for the 
action agency to request · a list of threatened and endangered species from the 
Service. The following list of speCies ·occurring within the Exxon Valdez 
Spill restoration projeet area is provided for your consideration. 

Species 

Short-tailed albatross 
(Diomedes albatrus) 

American peregrine falcon 
(Falco peregrinus anatum) 

Arctic peregrine falcon 
(Falco paregrinus tundr!us) 

Aleutian Canada goose 
(Branta canadensis leucopsre!a) 

Steller's eider 
(Polyscicta scelleri) 

Status 

Endangered · rare, pelagic, non-breeding 

Endangered · migrant 

Threatened · migrant 
(proposed for delisting) 

Threatened · migrant 

Froposed Threatened · winter resident 
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Through section 7 consultation, ~he action agency is required to de~ermine 
whether ~he actions they fund, conduct, or permit may affect listed species. 
In the ease of Steller's eider, section 7 conferencing is required if the 
action agency dete~ines that the proposed restoration activities are likely 
to jeopardize the continued existence of this proposed species. Typically, 
these determinations are documented in an Endangered and, Threatened Species 
Biological Assessment section within the Environmental Consequences chapter of 
the Draft EIS. ~e recommend that you prepare a biological assessment co 
document the expected impact of the proposed restoration actions on the listed 
and proposed species occurring within the ac~ion area. 

If during the preparation of the biological assessment, the action agency 
determines that the proposed restoration ac~ivities are not likely to 
adversely affect listed species, concurrence from the Service may be 
requested, and upon receiving concurrence consultation may be concluded. In 
the event that site-specific action• would adversely affect a lis~ed species, 
the action agency should continue informal consultation with the Service tc 
de~ermine if adverse effects can be eliminated. If it is determined that 
adverse affects to a listed species cannot be avoided or that incidental take 
of listed species would occur, then formal conQultation would be required. 
Based on general descriptions of proposed actions within the Draft EIS, we do 
not anticipate that the proposed restoration activities would result in 
adverse effects to these species, 

In addition to the 1isted and proposed species, the Service is also monitorit:g 
the status of the following candidate species: 

Marbled murrelet 
(Brachyramphus marmoratus) 

Kittlitz's murrelet 
(Brachyramphus breviroscrls) 

Harlequin duck 
(Histrion!cus histrionicus) 

Northern goshawk 
(Acclpleer gentilis) 

Olive-sided flycatcher 
(Contopus borealis) 

Candidate 2 - resident 

Candidate 2 - resident 

Candidate 2 - resident 

Candidate 2 • residant 

Candidate 2 - summer resident 

The Draft EIS discusses impacts to marbled murrelets and harlequin ducks. 

Category 2 candidate species are designated when the best available 
scientific and commercial information indicates the species might qualify 
for protection under ~he Act, but the Service needs further status survey 
infcrma~ion, evaluation of threats, or taxonomic clarification before the 
need for listing can be determined, Candidate species are not afforded 
legal protection under the Act, but we encourage the action agency to 
carefully consider the needs of candidate speci'es in your project design. 

2 



It is possible that lis~ed species wi~hin the jurisdiction of the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) may be affected by the proposed restoration 
activities. We recommend ~hat the action agency eon~aet NMFS for their 
comments. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review the Draft EIS for compliance with 
the Act. If you have further questions or need clarification of the 
consultation process, please contact Jon Nickles, Chief, Division of 
Endangered Species, (907) 786-3605. 

3 
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; USDA FS 

AlaskaP.eeion P.O. Box21628 
juneau, AK 99802-1628 

Mr. David Allen, Acting Director Region 7 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
1011 E. Tudor Road 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Dear Dave: 

CA C I 

Reply to: 1590 

Date: August 31, 1994 
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In response to your memorandum of August 12, 1994, we have enclosed for your review and 
concurrence, our determinations regarding the biological assessments for the threatened and 
endangered species that are in the area of consideration or which use the area. Based on the 
analysis by the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration interdisciplinary team, there would be no actions 
that would result in any adverse impacts to any of these species. 

The species assessed were: 

Specjes 
Short-tailed albatross 
(Diomedee a/batrus) 
American peregrine falcon 
(Falco peregrinus snstum) 
Arctic peregrine falcon 
(Falco peregrlnus tundrfus) 
Aleutian Canada goose 
(Branta canadensis teucopsreia) 
S1ellers eider 
(Polysticta stel/ert) 

Oetermj nation 
No adverse effects 

No adverse effects (may benefit) 

No adverse effects 

No adverse effects 

No adverse effects (may benefit) 

If possible, we request that this consultation be expedited. If there remains any specific questions 
regarding compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, please contact Rod Kuhn the 
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Plan EIS Team Leader directly or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service EIS team member, Gerry Sanger, at 278-8012. 

Sincerely, 

(jZ:».~ . 
PHILJANIK~ 
Regional Forester 

Enclosure 

cc: 
Rod Kuhn 

Caring for the Land am1 Serving People 
FS·6200-28b(3/92) 
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Biological Assessment of the Proposed Action on Endangered and Threatened Species 

Following is a biological assessment of the effects of the Preferred Alternative (Alternative 5) on 
Threatened and Endangered Species known to occur within the EVOS area. The Office of 
Endangered Species, Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 7, determined the occurrence of the 
species considered. As Restoration actions are proposed, each will be re-evaluated for compliance 
regarding Its effects on rare and endangered species. 

Current Endangered and Threatened Specjes jn EVOS Area 

Short-tajled Albatross (Diomedea a/batrus)- Status: Endangered 
A remnant population of short-tailed albatrosses breeds on a small island off Japan (AOU 1983). 
The spades is considered a rare summer and fall visitant to oceanic and continental shelf waters 
of the Gulf of Alaska (DeGange and Sanger 1986). None were sighted anywhere in Alaskan 
waters during surveys of the Alaskan OUter Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program 
in the 1970's, and there have been few sightings in the Gulf of Alaska in the past 10 years. 
Alternative 5 will not affect the short-tailed albatross because the chances of this species occurring 
in the EVOS area are extremely small. 

American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) - Status: Endangered 
Actions proposed under Alternative 5 will not affect American peregrine falcons that may migrate 
through the EVOS area. Through habitat acquisition, Alternative 5 would provide more habitat for 
avian prey of this sub-species than would likely occur under the No Action Alternative In the long 
term. 

Arctic oeregrjne falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius)- Status: Threatened 
This race of peregrine falcon has been proposed for de-listing, and will not be affected by 
Alternative 5 because the chances of it occurring in the EVOS area are extremely small. There is 
some doubt whether there are any records for this race within the EVOS zone. However, any 
habitat acquisition will provide added protection to any Arctic peregrine falcons and their avian 
prey that may occur in the EVOS area. · 

Aleutian Canada gOose (Branta canadensis leucopareia) - Status: Threatened 
This endangered race of Canada goose breeds on a few islands in the Aleutians, and on one of 
the Semldllslands, just within the southern limits of the EVOS region. This sub-species Is 
believed to migrate directly between breeding islands and their wintering grounds in the Pacific · 
Northwest. There are no records of this race within the EVOS zone other than at the Semidi 
Islands. Therefore, Alternative 5 should have no adverse affect on the Aleutian Canada goose, 
although any habitat acquisition will provide added protection to any Aleutian Canada geese that 
may happen to occur in the EVOS area. 

/ 

Staller's eider (Pofysticta stellen) - Status: Proposed Threatened 
This &peciee wae considered a rare winter visitant to the EVOS area in the early 1970's {lslieb end 
Kessel, 1973), and none have been seen since the EVOS during intensive marine bird surveys of 
PWS in March or July (Agler, Seiser, Kendall and Irons, written comm., 1994). Actions proposed 
under the Preferred Alternative will not affect this species adversely. Cleaning remaining oil from 
beneath mussel beds, a proposed summer restoration action, would benefit intertidal foraging 
habitat by decreasing the chances for oil contaminating the eider's food supply. 
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